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Coefficients for the diffusion of Hf
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(43 day half-life, main

gamma peak at 482 key) were measured in the [0001] and [1120]

directions in oriented single crystals of HCP Hf-2. 1 wt % Zr over a

temperature range of 1074 °C to 1610 °C. A lathe sectioning tech-,
nique was used in conjunction with the thin-film solution.
Self-diffusion coefficients at temperatures between 1220° C and

1610°C for diffusion parallel and perpendicular to the c axis, respec,
tively, may be expressed as follows.
D

lic

is

= 0.86 exp [(-88,400_± 3, 200) /RT] c

sec

= 0.28 exp [( -83, 200 ± 4, 800)/R,T] cm2/sec

These results are probably valid for lattice diffusion. They agree
with rules-of-thumb applicable to the "normal" self-diffusion behavior found in most metals but disagree with previously reported

self-diffusion data for polycrystalline, alpha Hf, Zr and Ti which
indicate anomalous self-diffusion behavior.
Below 1220 0 C the Arrhenius plot bends upward and, because of

scatter, the data are only approximated by the following expressions.
D

D

Il c

c

= 7.1 x 10
=

8. 9 x 10

- 11

exp [(-20, 300

2
6, 400) /RT] cm /sec

-10 exp [(-24, 900 ± 13, 200)/RT] c

sec

The low temperature results probably do not represent Harrison's
type A diffusion but are significantly influenced by short-circuiting.

A proposed explanation for the disparity between these results

and those previously reported for polycrystalline, alpha Hf, Zr and Ti
is based on the short-circuiting model of Lundy and Pawel.

Measured DI /Di' ratios of approximately 1.5 for high_Lc

I lc

temperature self-diffusion indicate that both basal and nonbasal
vacancy mechanisms probably operate in the lattice.

The anisotropy of the lattice self-diffusion is consistent with
that of the other HCP metals for which single crystals have been

studied in that DD

for a metal of less than ideal c/a ratio
D Et

and in that the degree of anisotropy decreases as the temperature is
increased.
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Symbol

Description

Units

a

Lattice parameter in the [112:0] direction

A

a'

Lattice parameter for BCC phase

A'

A

Specific activity

a

Coefficient of linear thermal ex-

at

counts /min /grin

pansion

microin /in / °C

Surface concentration at initial
time

,
2
g atom/cm

Lattice parameter in the [0001]
direction
Concentration

C

VC

Concentration gradient (a vector

g atom/cm 3

quantity)

g atom/cm 4

D

Diffusion coefficient

cm /sec

D

Diffusion coefficient for diffusion
parallel to the c axis

cm2 /s ec

Diffusion coefficient for diffusion
perpendicular to the c axis

cm

Diffusion coefficient for diffusion
in the [0001] direction

cm /sec

D.

Frequency factor

cm2/sec

D..

Diffusion coefficient for flux in the
i direction due to a gradient in the
j direction

cm2 /s ec

Flux (a vector quantity)

,
2
g atom/cm
/sec

Component of flux in the x
direction

g atom/cm 2 /, sec

D

Jc
D[0001]

J

2

2

/sec

2

Description

Symbol
K

Units

Structure factor of Sherby and Simnad
(85)

(none)

Lm

Latent heat of melting

cal/g atom

M

Slope of a penetration plot

cm

Q

Activation energy

cal/g atom or
kcalfg atom

Universal gas constant

cal/g atom °C

t

Time

sec

T'

Temperature

°C

T

Absolute temperature

°K

Melting temperature

°K

V

Chemical valence

(none)

x

Penetration depth in x direction

cm

y

Penetration depth in y direction

cm

z

Penetration depth in z direction

cm

Dens ity

g/cm3

-2

Displacement magnitude (for a
single movement of an atom in a
diffusion mechanism)
0

0

Angle between diffusion direction
and c axis

degrees

Angle which displacement of i th
atom makes with c axis

degrees

Subscripts

Description

Parallel to the c axis

lc

Perpendicular to the c axis
Melting point

1

Mechanism dominant at high temperatures
Mechanism dominant at low temperatures

in D..) Flux direction
in D..) Gradient direction
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BULK SELF-DIFFUSION IN SINGLE CRYSTAL
ALPHA HAFNIUM-2.1% ZIRCONIUM
I.

INTRODUCTION

Objectives

The objectives of this study were to measure,over a wide range
of temperatures, diffusion coefficients for the bulk diffusion of Hf

181

both parallel and perpendicular to the [0001] direction in oriented

single crystals of Hf-2.1% Zr, to thereby determine the extent of
anisotropy and whether Arrhenius relationships are obeyed and, if so,
to measure the activation energies and jump frequencies.
Background and Significance
Hafnium

In January, 1923 Dirk Coster and George de Hevesy announced

that they had discovered element number 72 while looking for it in
zirconium ores following the suggestion by Neils Bohr that it should be
found in zirconium. Coster and de Hevesy named the new element

"hafnium" in honor of Copenhagen (whose latin name is "hafnia") be-

cause they were associated at that time with the Institute of Theoretical Physics in Copenhagen.

Hafnium is one of the trio of Group IVA transition metals,

titanium, zirconium and hafnium, all having similar chemical and

metallurgical properties. The low temperature or alpha phase of
hafnium possesses the hexagonal close packed (HCP) structure illus-

trated in Figures 1 and 2. The lattice parameters of alpha hafnium at
room temperature are given by Thomas and Hayes (94, p. 212) as
a = 3.1883 A, c = 5.0422. A and c/ = 1.5815. The ideal c/a ratio for

hexagonal close packing is 1.633. Between the unusually high allotropic transformation temperature of 1760 °C and the melting point of
2222 + 30 cC, the body centered cubic (BCC) beta phase is stable and

has a lattice parameter a',

3.50 A.

With the development and growth of nuclear power technologies

beginning with the famous submarine Nautilus, the metal hafnium has

become a technically important material. Its primary use is in the

neutron-absorbing control rods for nuclear reactors. Hafnium's high
neutron absorption cross section (105 barns) combined with ductility

and corrosion resistance make it ideal for this purpose. Its satisfactory performance has made it the exclusive control rod material in

the U.S. Navy's nuclear submarine fleet. Hafnium is also used as an
alloying addition in high-temperature niobium (columbium)- and

tantalum-base alloys for aerospace applications. Hafnium confers
oxidation resistance and contributes to the strength of the alloys.
Hafnium is manufactured as a byproduct of zirconium with which

3

Figure 1. Model showing the packing of atoms in the HCP structure.

4

Figure 2. Model showing the positions of atom centers in the HCP
structure.

it always occurs in levels of about two percent in zircon sands and
from which it must be separated by liquid-liquid extraction before con-

version to the metallic state. The separation facilities are designed
and operated in such a way as to leave approximately two percent by

weight of zirconium in the hafnium. Although it is possible to remove

most of the remaining zirconium, it is neither economical nor neces-

sary to do so for present technical purposes. The extracted hafnium
is converted together with its zirconium to the metallic state via the

Kroll process. Consequently, all technical hafnium is really an alloy
bearing approximately two weight percent zirconium in solid solution.

It follows that the physical properties of the alloy are worthy of
study. It is also to be noted that, at the inception of the present re

search, pure, zirconium-free hafnium was virtually unobtainable even

in small quantities suitable for scientific measurements.
Hafnium is still a less-common metal and is somewhat of an infant among technically significant materials. Although many of its

physical, atomic, mechanical, corrosion and alloying properties have
been well documented (14, 15, 16, 30, 35, 36, 93, 94), hafnium has
not received the exhaustive study of the older, better known metals.

Diffusion data is particularly scarce for hafnium. Self-diffusion coefficients were not reported for polycrystalline, alpha hafnium until
1968 (29).

Relation to Previous Research
Although self-diffusion coefficients have been measured in single

crystals of several other HCP metals (Table I), there have been no
such measurements reported for single crystals of any of the three
Group IVA metals, hafnium, titanium and zirconium. Because recent
technology (98) has made possible the preparation of single crystals of

the Group IVA metals, it is now feasible to measure their selfdiffusion coefficients along preferred directions in monocrystals.
The self-diffusion coefficients which have been reported for

polycrystalline specimens of the Group IVA metals are presented in
Table II. The earlier diffusion research in zirconium has been well

reviewed by Kidson (47) and by Douglass (26, p. 201-215). Self-

diffusion data for alpha. titanium have only been reported in two papers
(29, 54), both by Dyment and Libanati. The recent work of Dyment

and Libanati (29) is the only previous self-diffusion research in alpha
hafnium and,consequently,is an important basis for comparison of the

present work.

Titanium, zirconium and hafnium are chemically similar metals.
Each exhibits the hexagonal close packed (HCP) structure at lower

temperatures and the body centered cubic (BCC) structure at higher

temperatures. Hafnium is the most advantageous representative of
the three metals for alpha-phase diffusion studies because its

7

T able I. Self-diffusion in single crystals of HCP metals.

Temperature
1/

Material-

Range
( °C)

Beryllium
.1c

99.75

II c

99. 75

Pc

565-1065
565-1065
550-1025

II c

99.5

S, P
II c

lc
0c
II c

99.99
99. 5

99.5
99.9

130-280
130-280
200-285
180-300
110-315
110-315
180-305

a -Thallium
c
11c

99.9
99.9

99. 9

135-230
135-230

II c

lc
II c

Year

3/.6
39.4
38.6

S.S.

0.52
0.62
0.19

27
27

1966
1966

91

1964

S.S.
S.S.

19.1
18.2
19.7
20.6
19.1
18.2

0. 10

96
96

S. D.
A.

S.S.
S. S.
S. S.

0. 14

8

43
7

20.6

0.68
0.10
0.05
0.68

7

1955
1955
1958
1967
1967
1967
1967

32.5
32.2

1. 5
1. 0

86
86

1956
1956

22.6

22.9

0.4
0.4

87
87

1955
1955

20.7

0.7

87

1955

19.6
31.0
20.4
25.4
21.7

0.02
93.0
0.05

8

1941

8
8

1942
1942
1952
1952
1953
1953
1954
1954
1956
1956
1957
1957
1967
1967

0.05

7

S.S.
S.S.
204

S. S.
S. S.

230-280

S. S.

Tracer Zn65

lc
lc
II c

No.

Tracer T120

Zinc

1c

Bibliography

7

R. A.
R. A.

Tracer Ti

(3-Thallium
S

Frequency
Factor, Do
(cm2 /sec)

Tracer Mg28
467-635
467-635

He

Energy,Q

Tracer Cd115

Magnesium

.1c

Activation

(kcal/g atom)

Analysis

Tracer Be

Cadmium

1c 99.5

1/
Form of-

99. 999
99. 999
99. 999
99. 999

lc
II c

lc

II c

lc

II c

lc

99.999

II c

99. 999

340-410
340-410
340-410
300-400
300-400
240-400
240-400
260-400
260-400
200-415
200-415
270-370
270-370
289-418
289-418

S. S.

S.S.
S.S.

S.S.
S.S.

1. 3
0. 1
0. 58

8
8

S.S.

24. 3
21. 8

S. S.

25.9

1. 6

8

S.S.

19.6

8

S.S., S.D.

24.9
22.0
26.0

0. 02
0. 39
0. 08
2. 78

S. S.

S. S., S. D.

S.S.
S.S.

19.0
23.0
21.9

O. 13

O. 013

0.18
O. 13

Continued on next page

88
88

8
8
8
8

76
76

8
Table I Continued.
Temperature
Range

Activation

1/

Factr, D
kcal/ atom) (cm /sec)

Form of

Energy, Q

MaterialZinc Alloys

Ic
lic

le

Tracer Zu

R.A.

O. 5 wt % Al
O. 5 wt % Al
O. 5 wt % Cu
O. 5 wt % Cu
1 wt % Cu
1 wt % Cu

0.57 at % Ag
0.57 at % Ag
1.40 at % Ag
1.40 at % Ag

R. A.

R.A.
R. A,

R.A.
R.A.
320-415
320-415
320-415
320-415

S. S.
S. S,
S. S.
S, S.

S, D,
S. S,
P
S

lc
lic

99.95

= Adsorption

= Residual activity
= Surface decrease
= Serial sectioning
= Polycrystals
= Single crystals
= Perpendicular to c axis
= Parallel to c axis
= 99,95 wt % purity

Bibliography
No.

Year

65

19.0
26.0
19.5
26.0
19.5

25,5
21.95
23.12

22.07
23,13

1/ The
The following abbreviations are used in Tables I and II:
A.
R, A.

Frequency

1.0x10 -2
1.56
-2
3.1x10

3.47
-2
4.0x10
4.4
0.14
0.22
0.17
0.26

8
8
8
8
8
8

80
80
80
80

1957
1957
1957
1957
1957
1957
1969
1969
1969
1969

Table II. Self-diffusion in polycrystalline Group IVA metals (Hf, Ti & Zr) and alloys.

1

Material-

/

Temperature
Range
( °C)

a -Hafnium
97. 2 wt Hf
2. 7 wt % Zr
94 wt % Hf
6 wt % Zr

9 wt % Hf
1

% Zr

92.7 wt % Zr

99. 9

99.6
99.6
99, 89
99. 94

-6

1420-1689

R.A.

39. 1

6.4x10

Tracer Hf

Bibliography
No.

Year

29

1968

-6

29

1968

100

1965

23

1968

81 1

-3

1795-1995

S. S.

38. 7

1. 2x10

1785-2158

R. A.

43. 8

4. 8x10

29.3
35.9

6. 4x10
-6
8. 6x10

54
29

1963
1968

31.2,
60.0
36.5

3. 58x10 -4,

66

1964

1.09 -3
1.9x10

23

1968

22.0
52.0

x10
2
5. 9x10-4
5. 6x10
-7
2. 1x10

8
8

1958
1959
1963
1968

Tracer Ti
690-850

R. A.

Tracer Ti
900-1540
900-1580

700-800
650-825
750-850
763-857

R.A.

740-827
740-827
740-827

45. 5
27.0

R.A.

62
75

R. A.

64.0

29

5.0

8

2100

8
8

10.0

1959
1959
1959

95

R. A.

26, 0

R.A.
R.A.
S.S.

38.0
27.0
24.0
30.1

S. S.
S. S.

-8

5.

95

R.A.
R.A.

Tracer Zr
1000-1250
1115-1500
900-1200
900-1240
1100-1500
900-1750

95

R. A.
R. A.
S. S.

Tracer Zr

-8

44

S.S.

Tracer Zr

-3

44

R.A.

(3 -Zirconium
99. 9

(cm2 /sec)0

7. 3x10

a -Zirconium Alloys
1. 3 wt % Sn
2. 39 wt % Sn
3. 54 wt % Sn

(kcal/ g atom)

Analysis

41.6

a -Zirconium
99. 96
99. 96
99. 95
99. 99

Factor, D

R.A.

13 -Titanium
99. 95

Frequency

Energy,Q

924-1483

a -Titanium
99. 89
99. 99

Activation

Tracer Hf181, Hf175

.p -Hafnium
9 2.

1/
Form of-

19.6+

30.9 (T- 1136)

-5

4.0x10 -3
2.4x10

1. x10 4

4. 2x10-5
-4
2. 4x10
6
3 x10 x

(T/1136)

8
8
8
8
8
8

1959
1959
1960
1960
1961
1963

15 6
Continued

10
Table II Continued.

Temperature
1

Material-

/

Range

(oc)

2 wt % Nb
5 wt % Nb
10 wt % Nb

0.7 wt % Sn
3.3 wt % Sn
5.6 wt % Sn
2 wt % Ta
5 wt % Ta
10 wt % T a

Activation
Energy, Q
(kcal/g atom)

Frequency
Factor, Do
(cm2/sec)

Bibliography
No.

Year

8

1960

95

Tracer Zr

-Zirconium Alloys

1.33 wt % Nb
0.7 wt % Ta

1/
Form ofAnalysis

-4

x10

900-1200

R. A.

33

3

900-1200
900-1200
900-1200
1000-1250
1000-1250
1000-1250
900-1200
900-1200
900-1200

R. A.
R. A.

31
33

1.5x10
3

x10

R.A.
R.A.
R.A.

35

4

36

x104
-3

39

2
3

R. A.

50

0.2

R.A.
R.A.

26.5
28.0
30.5

3

R. A.

-4
-4

x10
-3
x10

-5

x10
6 x10
-4
1. 5x10

8
8
8
8
8

8
g

1960
1960
1960
1959
1959
1959
1960
1960
1960
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unusually high allotropic transformation temperature (1760 °C for pure

Hf) permits practical diffusion experiments over a much wider
temperature range than would be possible in the HCP phase of either

titanium or zirconium.
A hafnium alloy containing approximately two percent of zirco-

nium was chosen for this research rather than pure hafnium because
the alloy represents the form in which hafnium is used industrially.
Self-diffusion coefficients for several of the HCP metals (Table

I) have been measured both parallel and perpendicular to the c axis of

oriented single crystals. In all cases some anisotropy of selfdiffusion was exhibited. As explained in the theoretical discussion

below, the coefficients for self-diffusion in the two primary crystallographic directions can be used to vectorially calculate the selfdiffusion coefficient for any other crystallographic direction.
Diffusion Coefficients
The diffusion coefficient-V, D, is defined by Fick's first law
aC
-D1

ax

1

(1)

)

which, as stated here, gives the diffusion flux J

in the x direction

1/ Diffusion coefficients are also called diffusivities or D values.
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parallel to the concentration gradient of component one. If the diffu-

sion transport is dominated by diffusion through the bulk of the crystal
lattice as opposed to diffusion along the grain boundaries or along the
edges of the specimen, then the diffusion coefficient which can be

measured is called the bulk diffusion coefficient. A diffusion coefficient describing diffusion of an isotopic, species of the same element

as that forming the lattice is called a self-diffusion coefficient. It is a
basic physical property which is a function of temperature.
The magnitude of the bulk self-diffusion coefficient of a metal is

a measure of the frequency with which its atoms change positions

within the crystal lattice. Diffusion data can give an indication of the

energy required (activation energy) for the atomic movements. Consequently, self-diffusion coefficients in metals are of interest from the
scientific standpoint as an aid to basic understanding of atomic behavior. It is to be noted from an engineering viewpoint that recrystal-

lization and grain growth, sintering, creep and diffusion bonding are
examples of processes controlled by self-diffusion.
Theory

Fick's Second Law and the Thin-Film Solution

Fick's second law, as given by Shewmon (85, p. 7) for cases in
which D is not a function of position,

13

ac
at

D

a

2

c

(2)

ax

is a general expression for non-steady-state diffusion.
One does not work directly with Fick's second law to measure
diffusion coefficients but uses a solution to it which satisfies the
boundary conditions describing the experimental conditions employed.

The solution employed in this thesis is known as the thin-film
solution.-2/

The thin-film solution (85, p. 7) may be understood by imagining

that a quantity a' of solute had been plated per unit area as a thin film
on one end of a long rod of initially solute-free material and that a
similar solute-free rod had somehow been bonded to the plated end of
this rod without any diffusion occurring. If the rod had been annealed

for time t at constant temperature to cause diffusion to occur, the
concentration of solute along the bar would be given by the equation
2
2

Tr Dt

exp

4Dt

)

(3)

2/A variation of the popular, alternate, residual activity method was
used by Dyment and Libanati (29) in a comparable study. The residual activity analysis involves an error function solution and a penetration plot on probability paper. Dr. T. S. Lundy (56) advised
against the method. His criticism is based on unpublished theory he
has developed which indicates a tendency of the method to lack sensitivity for unusual effects such as slope changes in the Arrhenius plot.
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where x is the distance in either direction normal to the initial solute
film. Equation 3 is called the thin-film solution. Differentiation

proves that it is indeed a solution to Equation 2. The boundary condi-

tions which it satisfies are

x

>0

for C

0

as t

=0

for C

co

as t

One of the properties of the solution is that the total quantity of
solute is fixed and

C(x, t) dx =

(4)

Another property of Equation 3 is that at the plane x = 0,
dC

dx = 0, and so the flux is zero. Therefore, if a thin layer of solute
is applied to one end of a bar and allowed to diffuse in, as was done in

the present research, the resulting solute distribution is described by
Equation 3 with x > 0 and with x = 0 at the solute-rich end. After each

diffusion anneal, thin sections are removed parallel to the initial interface. The concentrations of the sections are measured and a plot of

In C versus x 2 made. It is apparent from Equation 3 that such a plot

is a straight line of slope (4 Dt) -1 from which D can be calculated if t
is known. Actually, the natural logarithms of the specific activities are

usually plotted rather than logarithms of concentrations in conventional
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concentration units. Plotting the log specific activities results in the

proper slope because the specific activity is always directly proportional to concentration in any conventional units.

The assumption of a semi-infinite bar length, which is pertinent

to the solution, is valid as long as the available penetration depth is

several times 05i.
Diffusion in Crystal Lattices of Hexagonal Symmetry

Except in crystalline solids, whose lattices have cubic symmetry,
-J /v C) is a constant independent of the

we may not assume that D

direction of the flux relative to the crystallographic axes. Two directional diffusion coefficients are required to completely describe the

relation between the flux J and the concentration gradient vC in
crystal lattices of hexagonal symmetry. The requirement of two coefficients follows from crystal symmetry and the properties of a
second-order tensor and involves no assumption about the atomic processes involved in diffusion.

The two vectors J and vC will not be parallel in the general
case of diffusion in a crystal, and it is assumed that a given component of flux is influenced by each of the components of the gradient.

The general case is expressed by the equations
D

dC

11 dx

D

dC

12 dy

dC
- D 13 dz

(5)
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dC
dx

21

dC
- D 22 dy
dC

dC
dx

z

dC

-

D

32 dy

(6)

23 dz
dC

(7)

33 dz

in which the scalar fluxes are parallel to the axes of a cartesian coordinate system. The above equations define a second-order tensor
consisting of the set of nine numbers D...

Shewmon (85, p. 32-36) demonstrates that the Dij (i

j terms)

are zero for lattices which have hexagonal symmetry as well as for

lattices of cubic, tetragonal and orthorhombic symmetries. Shewmon

also proves that Di, is the same for each of the six close-packed
directions of the basal plane of a crystal lattice of hexagonal sym-

metry. For hexagonal crystals
D

11

=

22

33

and

It follows that diffusion coefficients for all directions in the basal
plane are equal
D

11

=D

= D [1120]
i

(10)
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Diffusion in single crystals of hexagonal lattices can always be
described by only two diffusion coefficients, D11 for diffusion perpen-

dicular to the c axis and D 33 for diffusion parallel to the c axis.
Equivalent forms of D33 are as follows.
33

D[0001]

D

lic

A diffusion coefficient for diffusion in any arbitrary direction in

a hexagonal single crystal lattice may be expressed according to
Shewmon (85, p. 36) and Nye (68, p. 26) in terms of D11 and D33
by the relationship
20
D(0) = D33 cos20 + D11 sin

(12)

where 0 is the angle between the diffusion direction of interest and the

c axis (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Diffusion in an arbitrary direction in a
single crystal lattice of hexagonal symmetry.
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Mechanisms for Diffusion

The atoms in a crystalline solid are positioned at discrete lattice sites in an ordered array exhibiting a high degree of perfection.
Consequently,it has been necessary to propose mechanisms of atomic
motion within crystal lattices which will account for diffusion. Con-

siderable research has been directed toward establishing which
mechanisms do in fact operate in a given lattice.
Diffusion may occur along the external surfaces of a metal,
along the grain boundaries or through the bulk. The latter type is
referred to as volume diffusion or bulk diffusion and is the type which

is of interest in this study. Within the bulk of a metal crystal some
of the diffusion may occur by movement of atoms along interconnect-

ing dislocation pipes which occur particularly at low angle grain

boundaries. (The subgrain boundaries are formed by such dislocations.)
Generally, most of the diffusion which occurs within the bulk of

a crystal at high temperatures is lattice diffusion. Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain the diffusion of atoms within the

crystal lattice. Lazarus (52, p. 89-90) gives a good description of
the common mechanisms which have been suggested for lattice diffu-

sion and includes diagrams as do other sources on diffusion (62, p.

2-10; 73, p. 410-412; 85, p. 43-47). Lattice diffusion mechanisms of
interest may be summarized as follows.
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1.

Ring or interchange mechanisms. A group of neighboring

atoms forming a ring change positions by a correlated rota-

tion. A special case is the interchange mechanism where
only two atoms rotate (exchange positions).
2. Mechanisms involving interstitial atoms. Diffusion results

from the presence of atoms occupying positions in the inter-

stices between the lattice sites. In the interstitial mechanism an atom moves by jumping between two adjacent inter

stitial positions. In the interstitialcy mechanism an atom

jumps from an interstitial site to a neighboring lattice site,
pushing the atom occupying the lattice site into another

neighboring interstitial site

A similar mechanism is the

crowdion mechanism which involves a correlated motion of a

line of displaced atoms.
3.

Vacancy Mechanism. Diffusion results from the presence of

missing atoms (vacancies) at some of the lattice sites. The
diffusing atom jumps from a lattice site into a neighboring

vacancy. (The vacancy can be said to have jumped in the

reverse direction. )
Mechanisms which might account for self-diffusion or diffusion

of substitutional atoms include the vacancy and ring mechanisms and

possibly the interstitialcy mechanism. The most generally accepted
mechanism for self or substitutional diffusion in metals is the vacancy
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mechanism. The interstitial mechanism applies to the diffusion of
elements having small atoms which occupy interstitial sites in the
lattice. Interstitial impurities in metals include carbon, hydrogen,
oxygen, nitrogen and sometimes boron.
Lattice Diffusion Mechanisms and Anisotropy of
Self-Diffusion in HCP Single Crystals

If a given mechanism is assumed to be the sole mechanism of

self-diffusion operating in a particular HCP metal, it is possible to
calculate the ratio D

which will result. The calculation is

/D
Ilc

performed using relationships presented by Shirn, Wajda and
Huntington (89) from which

2

where i denotes the atoms undergoing permanent displacements,
is the magnitude of the displacement of the i th atom and 0 is the
angle which the displacement of the i th atom makes with the c axis.
The number of atoms which undergo permanent displacements in the

vacancy and interstitial processes is one, and for the ring mechanism
is the number of atoms in the ring.
Using the above equation, Table III has been prepared, in the
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manner of Shirn and his coworkers (87, 88,, 96). The table is a catalogue of possible mechanisms for self-diffusion in alpha hafnium and

ratios. The data of Table III are used in

the corresponding Di

the discussion of the results of the present study.
Table III. The ratio D
nisms.

jc

for various lattice diffusion mecha-

/D
iic

D

/D
Hc

Mechanism

HCP (Ideal'
c/a .7-- (8/3) /2

.

1.07

Ring of 4 atoms

2. Interstitialcy
3.

Vacancy (non-basal)

4.

Vacancy (basal)

5.

Ring of 3 (basal)

6.

Ring of 3 (non-basal)

Hf

c/a = 1.58

1

1.07,

0.25

0.27

00

0.625

0.67

The mechanisms listed in Table III are described as follows,
respectively:
1.

Ring of four, composed of two atoms from each of two adja-

cent basal planes arranged in a rectangle. (In an ideal
HCP lattice the atoms form a square.)
2.

Interstitialcy mechanism. The interstitial atom is assumed
to sit in a position displaced by a vector ha a /3, 0, c/4
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from a regular atom site. Diffusion would take place by
a process wherein the interstitial atom replaces the atom at
a regular site and this atom in turn moves to a new inter-

stitial site at -Nr3 a/6, a/2,
3.

-

/4.

Vacancy diffusion (non-basal). A vacancy in the lattice is
filled by a nearest-neighbor atom coming from an adjacent

basal plane.
4.

Vacancy diffusion (basal). The vacancy is filled by a

nearest-neighbor atom from the same basal plane.
5.

Ring of three (basal). The atoms of the "ring" form an

equilateral triangle in the basal plane.
6.

Ring of three (non-basal), composed of two atoms in one
basal plane and one in an adjoining plane in what would be

an equilateral triangle for a hexagonal close-packed lattice

of ideal c/a ratio.
As an example of the calculation of the ratio of diffusivities,

consider mechanism No. 1, the ring of four atoms, for which Equation
(13) yields

lic
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The diffusivity ratio obviously reduces to unity in this case for an

ideal c/a ratio of (8/3)1/2.
"Normal" vs. Anomalous Self-Diffusion
Normal Self-Diffusion Behavior

Normal self-diffusion behavior is characterized by three essential properties of the diffusion data. These properties were detailed

by Le Claire (53, p. 4-6) and are summarized below.
1.

The self-diffusion coefficient is almost always accurately related
to the absolute temperature by the Arrhenius law:

D = D. exp (-Q/RT)

(15)

The activation energy, Q, and the frequency factor, D., are constants, independent of temperature. When log D is plotted against

1/T the data lie on a single straight line. When exceptions occur
within a crystallographic phase, they are almost invariably the
result of two or more mechanisms operating simultaneously. An
example is the simultaneous operation of lattice and grain boundary diffusion resulting in an Arrhenius plot consisting of two

straight lines. (a high temperature line where bulk diffusion is
controlling and a low temperature line where grain boundary diffusion is controlling).
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2.

The activation energy is roughly proportional to the melting point,

Q = 35 Tm

(16)

and can be approximately predicted by other empirical, rule-ofthumb relationships involving physical properties including the

latent heat of melting and the coefficient of linear thermal expans ion.
3.

The frequency factor, D.

,

nearly always lies between 0. 05 and

5. 0 cm /sec.

4/ in the Anomalous BCC and HCP Metals
Self-DiffusionThe beta phases of zirconium, titanium and hafnium and the

gamma phase of uranium are classed as anomalous BCC metals b
cause they do not display the above properties. All four of them seem to
exhibit unusually low values of activation energies (approximately half

of the values predicted by the rules of thumb ) and unusually low frequency factors (several orders of magnitude below the usual range). Un-

usually large D values are also characteristic of the anomalous BCC

1/The correlation Q = 35 Tm was used by Dyment and Libanati (29)
and is midway between the 34 T of Le Claire (53, p. 4) and the
36 T of Shewmon (85, p. 65). The units of Q are cal/g atom and
the melting point is in degrees Kelvin.
4/The same anomalies have also been encountered for diffusion of substitutional atoms in these metals.
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metals.
In the cases of BCC zirconium and titanium the plots of Log D

vs. 1/T exhibit a continuous curvature. The curved plots are such that
the upper portions, taken alone, indicate "normal" values of activation
energy and frequency factor, while tangents to the curves, in the lower

temperature regions would indicate abnormally low values of D. and
Q.

Beta hafnium and gamma uranium self-diffusion data apparently

do not exhibit such a curvature. Both of the latter metals exist in the
BCC form over only relatively short temperature ranges and it consequently is difficult to be certain whether a curvature exists.
Vanadium and chronium are sometimes included among the

anomalous BCC metals because of a non-linearity of their Arrhenius
plots. The vanadium and chronium data are fitted by two straight

lines rather than a continuous curve (73, p. 470).
It is also well known that the self-diffusion behavior observed in

the alpha (HCP) phases of titanium, zirconium and hafnium is similarly anomalous. Activation energies measured on polycrystalline

specimens have usually been approximately half or less than half of
35 T

.

Frequency factors measured in the HCP phases of the Group

IVA metals in previous studies have been several orders of magnitude
below the "normal" range. However, the previous studies (all of

which involved polycrystalline material) did not report curvatures or
slope changes in the plots of Log D vs 1/T.
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Activation Energies Correlated with Physical Properties
Le Claire (53, p. 10-12) showed that the activation energies,
for self-diffusion in most metals falls within ± 20% of the values pre

dicted by the empirically determined relation
=

34T

in which T m is the, melting point in degrees Kelvin and the activation

energy is in cal/g atom. The notable exceptions indicated by Le
Claire are the anomalous BCC metals (13-Ti, 1:1-Zr and N-U) whose

experimentally measured activation energies, at least in the low
temperature regions, fall very much below the 20% band. Beta hafnium has since been found (100) to also exhibit a nonconforming, low

activation energy, and Dyment and Libanati (29) point out that alpha
e

(HCP) hafnium, zirconium and titanium also exhibit very low activa-

tion energies which do not agree with the correlation.

Other empirical rules of thumb are similarly successful in
approximately predicting activation energies for self-diffusion in

metals other than the anomalous ones. One is based on the latent

heat of melting, Lm

p. 65):
Q

Another, given by Askill (9)is

16.5 L m

(18)
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Q

700,000/
a

(19)

where a is the coefficient of linear thermal expansion in microin/in/
°C.

There have been attempts to find better correlations by taking

other properties into account. Perhaps the best known is that of
Sherby and Simnad (84);

Q = RTm(K + 1.5V)

(20)

where K is 13 for BCC metals and 15.5 for FCC and HCP metals and

where V is the normal chemical valence. (There sometimes is an
argument as to which valence to use. ) Sherby and Simnad's correla-

tion represents an improvement, predicting activation energies for
most metals within + 10%, but it is no better with respect to gamma
uranium and alpha and beta titanium, zirconium and hafnium.

For alloys,the correlations have been found to be less satisfactory than for pure metals.
Explanations for "Abnormal" Diffusion Behavior
in the Anomalous BCC and HCP Metals
The unresolved problem of explaining the unusual diffusion

5/The expansion coefficient varies with temperature. Consequently,
there is a question as to what value of a to use.
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behavior (exceptionally low activation energies and frequency factors

and, in two cases, the decrease of these properties with decreasing
temperature) of the anomalous BCC metals is well discussed by Le

Claire (53, p. 12-24) and by Peterson (73, p. 470-481), who present
the explanations which have been advanced and the opposing arguments
to each. The explanations apply particularly to the curvature

found in the Arrhenius plots for beta titanium and zirconium selfdiffusion. Where applicable, the comments should be as valid for the

anomalies in the HCP phases as for those in the BCC phases. A
summary of the discussions of Le Claire and Peterson follows, t
gether with the explanation of Lundy and Pawel (58).

One school of thought regarding the curved plots argues that D.

and Q need not be constant with temperature as they are in most in

stances, but could be variable for a single mechanism. The counter
argument is that the range of variation is sometimes too great to be
reasonably associated with a single mechanism. Self-diffusion in beta

zirconium, for example, shows a greater than two-fold variation in
Q.

Two mechanisms are suggested by the fact that the curved
Arrhenius plots for self-diffusion in BCC zirconium and titantium can
be accurately described by the sum of two exponential terms:
= D0 exp(- Q1 /RT) + D. exp( -Q2RT)
1

2

( 21)
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The values D.
1

and Q11 refer to the mechanism dominant at high

temperatures and are perfectly "normal values. If there are two
mechanisms operating, one of them appears to have the characteristics of normal diffusion behavior and the problem is to identify the

second mechanism which operates at lower temperatures and is
and Q2.

characterized by unusually low values of D.
2

Le Claire, in considering the suggested possibilities for the
low temperature mechanism, discounts the possibility of an additional,

intrinsic, lattice diffusion mechanism because of the very small Dal'
6/
factors which correspond to highly negative activation entropies. All
other materials in which diffusion has been studied exhibit positive
entropies.
A suggestion that nonequilibrium defects introduced by the phase

change may account for the curved Arrhenius plots in the anomalous

BBC metals has been rather conclusively disproved experimentally.
An explanation based on a single vacancy mechanism and

Zener's (101) prediction concerning the alleged temperature dependence of certain elastic "constants" has been presented by Aaronson
and Shewmon (1) to account for the temperature dependence of D. and

Q for self-diffusion in 13-Ti and vz . Experimental evidence

6/ Dyment and Libanati (29) pointed °tit the unusually low D. values
which they report for alpha hafnium also correspond to negative
activation entropies.
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concerning this hypothesis is conflicting.
Kidson (49) suggested the low temperature self-diffusion en

hancement may result from the diffusion of associated vacancy-

impurity-atom pairs. One of the objections is that it would be necessary for virtually all of the impurities present in a specimen of
usual purity to participate to make it possible to account for the e
hancement experienced.

Grain boundary diffusion is an obvious possibility for explanation of unusually high D values and low-temperature diffusion en-

hancement. Both Le Claire and Peterson discount the grain boundary
enhancement explanation because of experimental considerations.

The investigators had attested to the linearity of their log C versus
x2

plots and to the absence in autora.diographs of grain-boundary

blackening beyond the lattice diffusion zone. However, Lundy and

Pawel (58, p. 285) demonstrate conclusively that "the crudeness of

most serial sectioning techniques does not really allow a close check

on the linearity of Gaussian plots." They show by a very sensitive
sectioning technique that an apparently linear Gaussian plot for a
penetration range corresponding to a conventional diffusion experi-

ment can turn out to be part of a curved portion of a more complete
penetration curve on a condensed abscissa.
Short-circuiting diffusion through dislocations is the remaining
explanation for anomalous diffusion behavior. Calculations based on
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Hart's model (41) and Mortlock's (65) contribution indicate that a dis0,
2
location density of approximately 10 1 /cm would be required to ex

plain the observed enhancement effect in beta titanium and zirconium.
Since dislocation densities of 105 to 106 per cm 2 are usually assumed

"),the disfor well-annealed metals (based on studies of FCC metals
location enhancement theory is not generally accepted. However,
Lundy and Pawel dispute the validity of the Hart-Mortlock equation

where the anomalous diffusion is concerned and find the dislocation
enhancement explanation to be highly acceptable.

Harrison (40) classified experimentally observed diffusion behavior in systems involving both lattice and dislocation-enhanced

(short-circuiting) diffusion into three categories. Type A is a limiting case where diffusion coefficients measured by serial sectioning
techniques are representative of lattice diffusion (with only slight
effects of dislocations). Type C corresponds to dislocation-network
diffusion (with only slight effects from lattice diffusion). Harrison's

case B exists when both mechanisms make significant contributions to

the atomic transport.
Lundy and Pawel indicated that both lattice and dislocation

Dislocation densities are not well known for BCC metals or for
HCP hafnium. Vahldiek (95) reported reducing dislocation densities in hafnium from 109 to 107 cm-2 by multiple electron beam
melting. Measurement of dislocation densities in monocrystalline
and polycrystalline hafnium would be a worthwhile subject for
future research.
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diffusion take place in all real specimens, including single crystals,
and that the diffusion behavior ranges from type A diffusion at small
values of penetration (they may well be too small for detection by

standard techniques) through type B to type C at very large penetrations. True and complete penetration plots for tungsten, niobium and
tantalum (57, 58, 70, 71), determined by the ultra-sensitive
annodizing-stripping technique,8/ possessed an upward curvature b
yond a very short, linear portion representing Type A diffusion near

the surface. Increasing values of diffusivity can be measured from
the penetration plots as the slopes decrease with increasing depth.
The curvature was observed in both single and polycrystalline specimens but was much more pronounced for polycrystalline material
where grain boundaries apparently contributed to the diffusion enhance-

ment by providing additional short-circuiting paths. Lundy and Pawel
indicated how the type A diffusion zone could go undetected in a dif

fusion experiment involving conventional sectioning techniques; the

type A diffusion zone might all be included in the.first one or two

sections. The authors also demonstrated how, in such a conventional

experiment, the penetration plot could appear to be quite linear, and

$/ The
The anodizing-stripping technique of Lundy and Pawel (58, 71)

(which is not applicable to Hf, Zr or Ti) permits removal from
specimens of tungsten and certain other metals, sections ranging in
thickness from 15 to 350 A. Minimum section thicknesses by grinding and lathe sectioning techniques are about 10-4 cm (104 A) and
10-3 cm (10 5 A), respectively.
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the apparent linearity would very likely lead an investigator to
erroneously conclude that the coefficient evaluated was representative
of type A diffusion.

Lundy and Pawel point out that calculations based on Hart's

model "are only valid for observations of type A penetration behavior
and attempts to apply them to classes B and C are completely in

error." The requirement of 10 10 dislocations per cm 2 is removed,
but it is still assumed that the degree of enhancement in type B diffusionV is related to the dislocation density. Normal dislocation
densities may be sufficient to cause the degree of enhancement observed in the anomalous BCC metals. It also follows that a diffusion

experiment carried out with single-crystalline material of unusually
low dislocation density might result in a type A diffusion zone of sufficient depth to permit measurement by conventional sectioning

methods of a self-diffusion coefficient representative of type A diffusion.

The speculation made by Lundy and Pawel was that the experi-

mental conditions under which all the previous self-diffusion studies
in the anomalous BBC metals (beta Ti, Zr and Hf and gamma. uranium)

9/For type C diffusion, according to Lundy and Pawel (58, p. 283),
"the apparent diffusion coefficient ... is virtually independent of
dislocation density."
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were performed corresponded to Harrison's type B or C. Accordingly, the true lattice self-diffusion coefficients for beta Ti, Zr and
Hf and gamma U may never have been measured previously.

The short-circuiting model of Lundy and Pawel easily explains

the large D values and the unusually small values of D. and Q. The
apparent temperature dependence of D. and Q in beta Ti and Zr may
result from the varying fractional contribution of the lattice and short

circuit mechanisms for the overall, process as the temperature is
changed.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS, PROCEDURES AND EQUIPMENT

Self-diffusion coefficients were measured parallel to the [0001]

and [1120] directions in oriented single crystals of Hf-2.1% Zr alloy
using the conventional thin film method (85, p. 7-11) and a lathe sectioning technique. Although the diffusion rates were unusually low,

the thin film approach was chosen in preference to residual activity
techniques (29) upon the advice of Dr. T. S. Lundy (56) and because

the available equipment lent itself to the former methods.
The single crystals were formed from high-purity Hf -2. 1 wt

Zr material by electron-beam zone refining.
A thin, metallic film containing the tracer isotope Hf

181

(43-day

half-life), obtained by neutron-irradiation of 0.010" Hf wire, was
vacuum deposited onto the flat, polished and etched surface of each
specimen. After the diffusion annealing and lathe sectioning steps,
the 482 key gamma Hf 181 radiation of each section was counted in an

auto-gamma spectrometer. Self-diffusion coefficients were calculated
from the slopes of the penetration squared vs log specific activity
curves.
Because hafnium is a very reactive metal, it was necessary to avoid

atmospheric contamination by performing the diffusion anneals in an

inert atmosphere. Some of the specimens were diffusion annealed at
temperatures above 1400 °C in a vacuum furnace operating in the upper
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10-7 torr range. For lower temperature measurements the speci-

mens were encapsulated with ultra-high-purity argon in vitreous
silica tubes and annealed in tube furnaces.
Monocrystalline Hf-2% Zr Source Rods for Diffusion Specimens
A polycrystalline, Hf -2. 1% Zr rod, donated by Wah Chang

Albany Corp., was electron-beam zone-refined by Oak Ridge National

laboratory to form large single crystals which were cut into oriented
diffusion specimens.

Figure 4 shows the recrystallized, equiaxed grain structure of

the as-received, 0. 50" diameter rod. The material, classified as
crystal bar equivalent grade, was of high purity, as is indicated by
the ingot analyses (Appendix. A).

The ingot oxygen analysis (400 ppm)

is considered to be erroneous in view of the values obtained (66 to
158 ppm) on the single crystal material (Tables IV and V). The softness and ductility always experienced in working with the material

also indicated a very low oxygen content. The ingot iron analysis
(320 ppm) may represent contamination during sampling; subsequent

single crystal analyses (Tables IV and VI) indicated < 10 ppm. Fe.

Mr. P. L. Rittenhouse and his associates in the Zirconium
Metallurgy Group of Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) used two

17. 5" sections of the hafnium-zirconium rod in preparing single

crystals. The single crystals were formed by the method of Wilson

Figure 4. Microstructure of Hf -2. 1% Zr as received from Wah Chang Albany Corporation. Magnification: 200 diameters. Polarized light. Grain size: ASTM 7.

Table IV. Analyses of hafnium alloy single crystals as received from
ORNL.

Gas Analyses

Spectrographic
Zr
Rod No.
Rod No.

2.2, 2.1 wt %
2.0, 2.4 wt %

1

2

C

0

9

93
158

1.0

N
17
14

Cr

Cu
<10
<10

<10

10

<10

70

H

Spectrographic Impurities
Rod No
Rod No
Rod No.

Rod No.
Rod No.
Rod No.
Rod No.
Rod No.
Rod No.

1

2
2

1

2
2

1

2
2

Ca

Al
<20
<20
<20

<0.2 10
<0.2 <10

Mg
<5
<5
<5

Mn
<10
<10
<10

B

8

<10

Mo
10
<10
100

V

W

Zn

<20
<20
<20

<40
<40
<40

<50
<50
<50

Cd

Co

.

<0.5
<0.5
<0.5

10
<5
<5

<10
<10
<10

Ni
<5

Pb

Si
<20
<20
<20

5

8

15
<10
<10

Fe

Sn

Ti

<5
<5
<5

<20
<20
<20

Notes:
1.

2.
3.

The analyses were performed by the Albany Metallurgy Research
Center, U.S. Bureau of Mines, Albany, Oregon.
All results (except Zr) are reported in ppm.
The gas analyses were performed by the following methods:
a. Carbon: Induction furnace ignition; chromatographic determination of CO2.
b. Oxygen: Inert gas fusion; chromatographic determination of
CO2.
c. Hydrogen: Hot extraction; chromatographic determination.
d. Nitrogen: Semi-micro Kjeldahl; titration with NH4 OH after

distillation.
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Table V. Gas analyses of spent (diffusion annealed) diffusion specimens.

Crystal
Rod

Experiment
Identification
T6-0001
T6-1120
T5-0001
T5-1120
T3-0001-1

2
2
1
1

2
2
2
2

T3- 0001 -2

T2C-0001
B2-0001
B4-0001
B4-1120
B1-1120
B5-0001
B5-1120
B3-0001

1
1

2
1
1
1

Annealing

Temp. °C
1100
1100
1198
1198
1266
1266
1326
1404
1444
1444
1504
1552
1552
1610

C

Impurity
0
142

143
21
16

79
84

164
14

54

146
107
104
75

79

83
104
66

13
10
9

26

Notes:
1.

The analyses were performed by the Albany Metallurgy Research
Center, U.S. Bureau of Mines, Albany, Oregon.

2.

All results are reported in ppm.

3.

Specimens with experiment identification beginning with T were
annealed in a tube furnace.

4.

Specimens whose experiment identification begins with B were
annealed in the vacuum furnace.

5.

The numbers 0001 and 1120 in the specimen identifications refer
to orientations for diffusion in the respective directions [0001]
and [1120] .

6.

The analytical methods are listed in the notes for Table IV.
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and Picklesimer (98) which employs an electron-beam zone-refining

apparatus to slowly pass an elevated temperature zone--in this case

it was a molten zone--along the rod. A single pass sometimes results
in conversion of a significant length of the rod into a single, alpha-

phase crystal. Several repeated passes are sometimes required be-

fore a satisfactory result is achieved. The primary crystal results
from preferential growth and transformation and its orientation can

not be controlled as by seeding. The rod is positioned vertically,
clamped at both ends, and the electron-beam gun is concentric around
the rod. Crystal growth is performed in a vacuum chamber initially
ion-pumped to the low 10 -9 torr range and generally held in the 10

-8

torr range during the electron-beam pass but with pressures occasionally rising onto the 10-7 torr scale. The path of the electron

beam gun is 9.5" long. At best it is only possible to make approximately half the treated length of the rod at the final or upper end

monocrystalline throughout its cross section.

Hafnium rod No. 1 is illustrated in Figure 5 as it was received

from ORNL after the above processing. Four electron-beam passes
had been performed on rod No. 1 which retained its original diameter

of 0.50". Rod No 2 underwent a considerable number of electronbeam passes before a good single crystal was obtained. It returned at
a diameter of 0,40", apparently having been machined to this diameter

prior to the electron-beam treatment.

Figure 5. Single crystal Hf -2. 1% Zr source rod No. 1 as received from ORNL.
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The hafnium rods received from ORNL were etched in a solution
of HF, HNO and water to reveal grain boundaries. The etched rods
3

were examined visually and microscopically under polarized light to

trace the grain boundaries and mark them with a flow pen. A polarizing microscope made it possible to distinguish between two adjacent

crystals having almost identical orientations.
The single-crystal end of the rod was the end which had necked

down to a smaller cross section (Figure 5). The useable portion of
rod No. 1, which was monocrystalline throughout its cross section,
extended 3.25" from the necked end. The corresponding, useable,

single-crystal length for rod No 2 was 5.75". Part of the primary
crystal in each rod extended beyond the above lengths toward the

starting end, passing adjacent to other large crystals as it thinned and

finally terminated as a surface sliver.
The initial orientation determinations for rod No. 1 were made

on the primary crystal by back-reflection Laue X-ray diffraction patterns taken by mounting the entire rod on the back of the Laue camera.

It was determined that the [0001] direction of the prime crystal
happened to be an estimated 8.5° from perpendicular to the rod axis.
It was also established that 1800 rotation from a direct [0001] orienta-

tion resulted in another direct [0001] orientation; a continous c-axis
was thereby confirmed.
No back-reflection Laue patterns were taken from rod No. -2
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before roughly segmenting the crystal as described below. The
[0001] direction of the prime crystal in this case was only a few de

grees from perpendicular to the rod axis and a [1120] axis was simi-

larly close to parallel with the rod axis.
The single-crystal-bearing rods were always handled very
gently to prevent the introduction of, mechanical twins which could

have resulted from even relatively low levels of stress.
The hafnium-zirconium alloy retained its original high purity
through the single-crystal formation step as is shown by the analyses
(Table IV) of samples taken from the prime crystals in the condition
in which they were received from ORNL.

Certain spent specimen stubs of rod No. 2 were sampled for
analyses of zirconium and spectrographic impurities (Table VI) because they were the only convenient sample material available for the

purpose of characterizing the single crystal material. Contents of
these elements would not have changed during diffusion annealing.

Analyses were also performed on some of the remaining spent
diffusion specimen stubs to determine if significant contamination with

the interstitial elements (C, 0, N and H) had occurred during diffusion
annealing. The results (Table V) indicate little or no detectable in-

crease in interstitial impurities.
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Table VI. Spectrographic analyses of spent diffusion specimens.

Conc. (ppm)

Conc. (ppm)

Conc. (ppm)

B

Ca

Cd

Co

Cr

Cu

Fe

<20
<20

10
10
10

<10
<10
<10

<0.5
<0,5
<0,5

<5
<5
<5

<10
<10
<10

10
10
10

<10
<10

Mg
<5
<5
<5

Mn
<10
<10
<10

Mo
40
60
60

Ni

Pb

Ti

<10
<10
<10

Si
<20
<20
<20

Sn

10
10

<5
<5
<5

<20
<20
<20

V

W

Zn

Zr

30
30

<40
<40
<40

<50
<50
<50

(2.1 wt %)
(2.3 wt %)
(2.0 wt %)

Al
<20

<20

8

10

Notes:
1.

The analyses were performed by the Albany Metalurgy Research
Center, U.S. Bureau of Mines, Albany, Oregon.

2.

All results (except Zr) are reported in parts per million.

3.

All specimens originated from single crystal rot No. 2.
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Orientation and Removal of Diffusion Specimen Wafers

It was necessary to remove properly oriented diffusion specimens with virtually no crystal damage (deformation twins) from the

single-crystal portions of the hafnium rods described above.

The dimensional requirements restricted the specimen cross
section and the thickness. It was desired that the specimen face

(perpendicular to the diffusion direction) be as large as practical and

preferably at least one centimeter in diameter. The thickness (along
the diffusion direction) was required to be several times the detectable diffusion path length, sufficient for mechanical strength, and

sufficient to accommodate future experimental techniques. The

specimen diameters were limited by the single crystal rod diameters
(0. 40" and 0. 50 "), which were adequate. The specimen thickness was

somewhat arbitrary, especially for [1120] diffusion. Since the de
tectable diffusion path was usually less than 0.010" and because of

the need to conserve the single crystal material, it was decided to
limit the specimen thickness to 0.090" to 0.150" for both orientations.
The primary single crystals of both rods grew in an orientation
such that the c axis or [0001] direction was approximately (within ten
degrees of) perpendicular to the rod axis and the [1120] direction was

approximately parallel to the rod axis. To orient specimens for [1120]

10/,
diffusion--
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a segment of rod about 1.0" to 1.5" long was roughly

cut from the single crystal rod stock, mounted endwise by cementing

one cut section of the rod to a goniometer, and oriented from back-

reflection Laue (20, p. 215-229) X-ray diffraction patterns characteristic of the (1120) planes taken from the other cut section. Nearly

round specimen wafers, 0. 40" to 0.50" in diameter by 0.090 to

0.150" thick, were then serially sliced to the desired thickness.
The removal of specimen wafers oriented for diffusion co-

efficient measurements in the [0001] direction was a little more
laborious. Roughly cut rod segments of a length equal to or slightly
exceeding the rod diameter were mounted on the goniometer sideways

by cementation to the circumference. Back-reflection Laue patterns
of the [0001] planes were then taken from the circumference and used

to orient the crystal. Only two or--in one instance--three specimen
wafers were removed from the central portion of the rod segment by
the subsequent cuts which were approximately parallel to the rod
axis. The [0001] specimen wafers were left in their approximately

It would have been possible, but more difficult, to have used Equation 12 and two specimens of arbitrary but measured orientation
for each experiment instead of two specimens oriented for axial
diffusion. Finding [1120] directions was not essential but was performed for positive assurance of an orientation perpendicular to
the c axis. An easier approach would have been to orient all specimens by back-reflection Laue patterns taken from the (0001)
planes. Specimens for measurement of D would merely have
perpendicular to
c
been rotated 90° to an orientation
the c axis and the specific direction of diffusion along the basal
plane could have been left undetermined.
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square configuration through the experimental steps until the final
lathe sectioning operation. The nearly square wafers were about
0. 38" to 0.49" square on the diffusion face, 0. 090" to 0. 120" thick

and tapered to a rectangular configuration on the rear face.
The initial rough-cutting of the single crystal hafnium rod stock
into segments to be mounted on the goniometer was performed with a

Laser Technology, Inc. (Lastec), Model 2005A abrasive wire saw
(Figure 6). The illustrated fulcrum with a table (shown not installed
in Figure 6) designed and built for making the initial cuts, permitted

approximate orientation of the rod. The cutting was done by an 0.008"
diameter "Super Wire" impregnated with 45 micron diamond dust and

supplied by the manufacturer of the wire saw. Metallographic
examination revealed that the cutting method produced virtually no de-

formation twins in the hafnium crystals. Each cut usually required an
hour or two of the gentle lapping action of the water-lubricated abra-

sive wire.

The roughly cut, monocrystalline rod segments were individually mounted on a three-head goniometer also supplied by

Laser Technology, Inc. A thermoplastic resin was used as the mounting cement. A fixture (Figures 7 and 8) was designed and built for
positioning the goniometer on a Norelco X-ray machine in such a way

that its orientation could be preserved upon transferring the goniometer from the X-ray machine to either of two final cut-off machines.

Figure 6. Wire saw setups for rough cutting (unmounted fulcrum arm) and for final cutting.
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Figure 7. Goniometer mounted on adapter jig for X-ray machine.
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Figure 8. Back-reflection Laue setup.
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It was usually necessary to chemically etch the freshly wiresawed surface to remove a disturbed layer before X-raying in order
to obtain a Laue pattern from the (1120) planes.,

A tungsten X-ray tube was operated for about five minutes at
50 killovolts and 16 milliamps to produce back-reflection Laue pat-

terns recorded with a Polaroid X-ray camera and Type 57, Polaroid,

3000 speed film. A three-centimeter Greninger chart was used in
determining the orientations. A final confirmation pattern was always
made after the last goniometer adjustment. Final orientation accuracies were estimated from the Laue patterns to be within two degrees
in every case and often within 0.5°. Back-reflection Laue patterns
for the [0001] and [1120] directions: are illustrated in Figure 9.

The oriented goniometer was transferred to the final cut-off
machine and the single crystal specimen wafers were sliced off.
Most of the final cuts were made on the Lastec wire saw as illustrated

in Figure 6. Some of the cuts were made on a Hamco Machines, Inc.,
Thin Sectioning Machine (Figure 10). The Hamco thin sectioning

machine uses a four-inch diameter cut-off wheel, 0. 012" thick with a
0. 125" rim impregnated with 120 grit diamond dust. The saw is
equipped with an automatic,positive feed. The high-speed cut-off

wheel is water-cooled. The automatic feed was adjusted for rates so
low that about 40 minutes were required to complete a cut.

The un-

usually slow feed rate made it possible to avoid deformation twinning
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A.

B.

Figure 9. Back-reflection Laue patterns.

A. For the [0001] direction.
B. For the [1120] direction.

Figure 10. Setup for final cutting on the high-speed cut-off machine.
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of the crystals during this operation. Suitable jigs were used to preserve the goniometer orientation while transferring from the X-ray
machine to either of the two machines used for finally sawing off the

diffusion specimen wafers. Both saws generally produced straight

and true cuts which left flat, sawed surfaces.
Surface Preparation and Examination of Diffusion Specimens

It was necessary to polish the oriented specimen wafers to a

high degree of flatness, etch them, test for flatness and examine them
metallographically. The surface preparation and examination steps

served three important purposes: assurance of a flat surface, removal of disturbed metal from sawing and from polishing, and

assurance of a single-crystal specimen. All three factors are important in obtaining an accurate diffusion coefficient measurement.

The oriented specimen crystals were mounted in lucite mounting material by the standard metallographic technique consisting of a
press operated at 6, 000 psi and 130 °C maximum. They were mounted
with the intended diffusion faces exposed for polishing.

Because the specimens were already fairly flat and smooth, it
was possible to initiate the polishing with a relatively fine emery

paper, usually zero grit. The specimens were polished through 3/0
emery paper and finally polished on a felt wheel with six-micron

diamond paste. A test for flatness was made at this point by counting
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interference fringes (Newton's rings) using a sodium-vapor

11

/

lamp

for a monochromatic light source and using an optical flat accurate to
0, 000002 ".

A flatness criterion was arbitrarily selected to allow no

more than a difference of ten interference fringes over about 95% of
the specimen surface. It was not possible to bring 100% of the surface

within this flatness because the extreme edges (later removed during
edge trimming) usually became a bit rounded. The criterion of ten

fringes corresponds to about 0. 0001" which is also the limit of align-

ment accuracy during lathe sectioning. Specimens which did not meet

the criterion were repolished through the 3/0 emery paper and the
six-micron diamond wheel and retested until an acceptable flatness
was achieved.

Specimens which passed the flatness test were etched to remove
disturbed metal. The etch solution used consisted of 45 volume % of
(30%) H202, 45% Con. HNO3 and 10% HF.

Each etched specimen was examined metallographically under

polarized light at low magnification (50 or 100 diameters) to see if it

was truly a single crystal over its entire surface. Some of the specimens exhibited a few tiny, narrow, often needle-like twins such as

those illustrated in Figure 11. Since these usually appeared in a
string of tiny twins, it is believed that they were caused by grit

11
average wave length of the sodium doublet is
/The

5893 A.
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Figure 11. Small deformation twins in a single
crystal of Hf -2. 1% Zr. Magnification: 172 diameters. Oil immersion
lens. Polarized light.
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particles during polishing. Some specimens were completely or
virtually free of any twins. The twinned areas accounted for only a

very small fraction of the total surface area of any accepted specimen,
probably less than a few percent. In most cases the twins accounted

for less than one percent of the area. All specimens used for diffusion experiments were thus verified as being essentially single

crystals,
Finally, the specimen wafers were removed from their lucite
metallographic mounts by dissolution of the lucite in chloroform. The
mounts were soaked in chloroform overnight and the specimens were

removed from the resulting solution with tongs and were rinsed in
succession with chloroform, acetone and ethyl alcohol. The specimens were not again touched with the fingers until after the diffusion
anneal but were handled only with tweezers and gloved hands to avoid
contamination.

Application of Thin Radioactive Film
A thin film of hafnium containing the Hf

181

tracer isotope was

plated onto the prepared flat surface of each diffusion specimen by
vacuum deposition of radioactive, metallic hafnium source material.

The source material was produced by neutron-irradiation of ordinary
hafnium.

The hafnium metal to be neutron-irradiated was in the form of
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0. 010" diameter wire donated by Wah Chang Albany Corp. Appendix

B gives the chemical analyses of the ingot from which the wire was
manufactured. The wire was cut into sections about 0. 80" long which

were etched in a HF, HNO 3 and water solution to remove the oxide

layers, rinsed and dried. The 13 mg hafnium wire sections were
irradiated with neutrons in the OSU Radiation Center's TRIGA III

reactor over long time periods during the normal experimental
operation of the reactor. "Soak" times in the reactor ranged from
ten to fifty days, depending on reactor operation and desired specific
activity. Reactor energy production during the soaks ranged from

5,100 to 18,500 KWH. The shipping reports show activity levels of

the wire strips ranging from 100 to 300 microcuries per strip. The
corresponding range of specific activity levels is eight to Z3 milli-

curies total radiation per gram.
The radioactive wires contained the desired tracer isotope Hf
and lesser amounts of another radioactive isotope, Hf

175

181

(Other

hafnium isotopes generated were of very short half-life and therefore

of no interest.) The two remaining radioisotopes (Hf

181

and Hf

175

)

were forined by neutron capture of the respective naturally occurring
isotopes Hf180 and Hf174.

Specimens to be given unusually long diffusion anneals were

plated using those source wires having high specific activities.
A Mikros, Inc., Model VE 10, Vacuum Evaporator was used to
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vacuum plate a thin, isotopic tracer film onto the polished surface of
each diffusion specimen using the above wire strips as source

material. The working chamber of the evaporator is a diffusionpumped vacuum bell jar. Since the vacuum system was not cold -

trapped, back-streaming would have prevented the achievement of

pressures below the 10-5 torr scale except for the installation of a

homemade molecular sieve furnace at the exit of the bell jar.
"Sorbent-A", a molecular sieve distributed by Consolidated Vacuum

Corp., was baked out at a dull red heat for several hours while pumping with the diffusion pump. It was possible, with the assistance of

the baked-out molecular sieve cooled to ambient temperature, to
achieve an ultimate vacuum of about 2 x 106 torr for plating.

A jig was used to suspend a single diffusion specimen above the

source with the polished face downward and centered at a distance of

about 0.65" above the source. A single radioactive wire strip used
as a plating source rested on a "boat" consisting of a tungsten sheet
metal strip 0.005" thick and 0.150" wide with a longitudinal crease

formed along its length near its center to cradle the source wire.
The tungsten strip boat spanned 3.5" between the two electrode posts

and served as the resistance heater. An operating procedure was
developed empirically which involved raising the power slowly,

pausing for two intermediate holds and finally holding a predetermined
maximum power setting for about eight seconds before rapidly dropping
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the power level back to zero. The preliminary steps served to heat

the specimen substrate slightly and to melt the hafnium source.
Nearly all of the actual hafnium evaporation took place at the maximum power level. Control was based on power control settings rather

than amperage readings since the indication was always very low on

the 100 amp ammeter. Two hours or more were always allowed for
the specimen to cool to ambient temperature before opening the bell

jar.
The equipment and setup used for vacuum plating is shown in
Figure 12.. In addition to items mentioned above, the figure also in-

cludes the inner glass dome which prevented accumulation of radioactive contamination on the bell jar.
Difficulty was experienced in the vacuum plating operation in

that the deposited radioactive layer was often not very adherent. The
layer would sometimes start to flake off; when this happened the layer

was removed with an artist's brush and the specimen was replated.
It was always necessary to handle the plated specimens with special

care.
Upon removal from the bell jar, the plated specimens were

measured for activity level using a Geiger counter and a crude cali-

bration. Measured activity levels were typically around one micro-

curie and seldom above two microcuries. The range for all specimens was 0.5 to five microcuries.

Figure 12.. Setup for vacuum deposition of radioactive hafnium.
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One can readily estimate an approximate plate thickness from

the figures given above. A one-microcurie plate deposited on a 0.4"
diameter specimen surface from a source wire having a specific acti-

vity of 15 millicuries/gram results in 70 micrograms of plated metal

or 86 micrograms/cm 2 which is equivalent to a plate thickness of
about 670 A. A thickness of 1,000 A or less can be considered, a
"thin film" because it is only about one percent of the smallest single
5
lathe section thickness of about 0.001 cm or 10 A.

A film thickness of the order of 1,000 A was also indicated by
by prior developmental investigations during which the plating procedure was, established before the actual diffusion experiments were b
gun.

-

During the preliminary plating experiments ordinary hafnium

was vacuum-deposited onto tantalum substrates and the hafnium film

thicknesses were approximated by a microprobe technique based on

X-ray "line" intensities. It was also determined by microprobe
analyses that any tungsten contamination by the plating procedure was

very small (less than a few percent of the hafnium film).
Diffusion Annealing

Diffusion anneals were performed over a range of temperatures
from 1074 °C to 1610 °C, employing a vacuum furnace at 1404 °C and
above and tube furnaces at 1326 °C and below. These anneals varied

in duration from 57 hours to 91 days. For each anneal a pair of
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self-diffusion specimens (one [0001] specimen and one [112:0] speci-

men) were loaded side-by-side into the vacuum furnace or into a

vitreous silica capsule for tube furnace anneals.
A theoretical upper temperature limit was set by the polymorphic transformation temperature which is approximately 1700 °C for

the Hf -2. 1 wt % Zr composition. A diffusivity measurement was
attempted at 1655 °C but the anneal resulted in conversion of the single

crystals into bicrystals. The bicrystals were considered to be the
result of preferred grain growth of crystals originally present either

as tiny twins or as unnoticed, tiny, secondary crystals. The 1610 °C
anneal resulted in no such complication and was left as the upper

temperature limit.
The lower temperature limit of 1074 °C was set by the practical
experimental consideration of anneal duration. Anneals beyond 90

day length were considered impractical.
Vacuum Furnace Annealing at Higher Temperatures
Diffusion anneals in the 1404 °C to 1610 °C range were per

formed in a Model 420-B, High Vacuum Furnace manufactured by

Richard D. Brew & Co. The furnace equipment was modified slightly
as described below to achieve an adequate vacuum environment, to

provide the desired temperature measurement by thermocouple, and
to provide continuous, three-mode control of temperature. Equipment
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modifications as well as operational techniques and performance

characteristics of the furnace are detailed below.
Basic, Unmodified Furnace Design

The three-inch diameter by 5. 5" tall heat zone is heated by

three vertical, curved elements of 0. 005" tantalum sheet, each being
three inches wide by six inches long. The three elements are interconnected by a welded tungsten band at the bottom and are welded at

the top to tungsten power leads. The three power leads connect to

the slide wires of the three autotransformers, connected in star,
whose settings control the power level for the furnace. The unmodified furnace power supply was a 30 KVA, three-phase, 460 volt, 60
cycle power system.

The furnace elements are surrounded by six concentric, tan-

talum sheet-metal radiation shields. A tungsten base-plate at the
bottom is supported by tungsten pins. There are also circular tan-

talum radiation shields at the top of the furnace and beneath the base-

plate at the bottom. The elements and shields are contained within a
six-inch I. D., water-cooled copper tank which in turn is mounted in a

large (18" I. D. by 18" deep), stainless steel vacuum tank. The furnace was designed for a maximum operating temperature of 2500 °C.

Figure 13 shows the overall view of the furnace and panel and Figure

14 illustrates the basic contents of the vacuum tank.

Figure 13. Vacuum furnace, potentiometer and null detector.

rn

Figure 14. Internals of vacuum furnace.
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The system is pumped by an eight-inch, NRC HS6-1500, Type
16Z, Purifying Diffusion Pump, backed by a Kinney, Model KD 30

forepump. The furnace was designed for 1 x 10-5 torr ultimate
vacuum, and previous experience had indicated ultimate vacuums in
the low 106 torr region.

The furnace had previously been controlled only by periodic

manual adjustment of the autotransformer settings based on furnace

temperatures measured with an optical pyrometer. Experience had
shown a rather uniform temperature pattern over several hours at a
given power setting but there had been no automatic equipment to

correct for possible disturbances and assure a uniform temperature.
Furnace Equipment Modifications Made for This Work
Vacuum System.

Steps were taken to eliminate the gross car-

bon contamination (from backstreaming diffusion pump fluid) which

was indicated by hard, brittle specimens and by microprobe analyses
during preliminary experimentation. A six-inch, NRC Series 0315,
Circular Chevron Cryobaffle was installed above the diffusion pump
and continuously cooled with tap water. The system was helium leak

tested and tightened as much as possible. Provisions were also insti-

tuted, as described below, for gettering" stray contaminants within
the furnace.

These provisions resulted in the elimination of any evidences of
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contamination due to backstreaming or otherwise. Diffusion-annealed
specimens were no longer hard but were ductile and easily machineable. The low level of interstitial impurities (Table V) found in spent

diffusion specimens is further evidence for the cleanliness of the
vacuum environment.

Power and Control.

Automatic temperature regulation, which

would correct for any supply power fluctuations and provide constant

specimen temperature,was achieved by a three-mode continuous con-

troller brought into the system. The desired control was achieved by
installation of a control thermocouple and modification of the electri-

cal power system described above. In the normal arrangement power
had been connected from the house power system to the three power
legs. The system was modified so that the voltage across one of the

phases was supplied instead of a separate, auxiliary, variablevoltage supply which was regulated by the controller.
A thermocouple was mounted with its weld bead just exterior to

one of the furnace elements at about mid-height and was to be used
for control purposes only and not for specimen temperature measurement. The control thermocouple was anchored by wiring with tanta-

lium wire the next-to-last of its alumina sheathing tubes to the under
side of one of the power leads as the tungsten power lead passed

through a hole in the tantalum shields (Figure 14). The Pt-20% Rh
vs Pt-5% Rh thermocouple (0. 020" wire) was connected mechanically
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within the vacuum tank to copper wires. The copper extension wires
were passed through the tank wall with a Conax fitting and the thermo-

couple signal was carried to the Honeywell, Brown Electronik re-

corder and Honeywell, Electr-O-Volt, electronic, three-mode con-

troller.
The D.C. output signal from the controller was multiplied by a

magnetic amplifier and carried to a saturable-core reactor to adjust
a 230 volt A, C. current. A transformer increased the A. C. voltage
to approximately 460 volts and the 460 volt supply served as the

auxiliary component of furnace power. The modified power system
was designed to utilize existing equipment to meet the control requirement. Figure 15 illustrates the portable panel housing the re-

corder, controller, amplifier, reactor and transformer.
Initial tuning of the proportional, derivative and integral (pro-

portional band, rate and reset) modes of the controller and testing of
the system was performed at elevated temperatures with no diffusion

specimens present.
Muffle and Pedestal.

The modified power system could result

in minor temperature variation among the furnace elements. Minor,

short-term temperature fluctuations of the elements were also ex-

pected as a result of the operation of the control system. The effect
of the temperature fluctuations upon the specimens was minimized by
a muffle installed inside the furnace between the elements and the
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Figure 15. Controller, recorder and auxilliary power unit for vacuum
furnace.
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specimens, A tungsten tube, 1-1/4" I. D., 1-1/2" 0. D. and 4-5/8"
long served as the muffle. The muffle was welded to a tungsten base

plate. A 2-5/6" long tungsten pedestal, also welded to the base plate,
was centered within the muffle and served to support the specimens

at the mid-height of the furnace. The muffle-base-plate-pedestal unit
(Figure 16) was centered in the furnace and replaced the standard

base plate.

A "getter" tube, 1-3/16" diameter by 4 -5/8" long, and fabricated from 0. 012" hafnium sheet was inserted inside the muffle.

Further gettering was provided by a tantalum foil getter box surrounding the specimens (Figure 17), as described below.
Thermocouple, Top Shields and Furnace Closure.

The cali-

brated Pt-20% Rh vs Pt-5% Rh thermocouple used for specimen

temperature measurement was brought into the muffle from the top
through a special alumina tube and positioned with the bare, exposed

weld bead 0.5" above the specimens. The ceramic thermocouple tube
passed through a close-fitting hole in the specially-constructed, tantalum top sheild assembly and through the copper tank lid above the
shields. The tube was positioned vertically with a clip providing sup-

port from the copper lid. The top shields were designed to extend
down to almost contact the top of the muffle. A nearly perfect blackbody condition existed inside the muffle.

A special top ring and a sight glass assembly were fabricated to
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Figure 16. Tungsten muffle for vacuum furnace.
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Figure 17. Single-crystal specimens ready for diffusion
annealing, and "getter" box.
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facilitate loading the specimens, installing the top shields and
arranging the thermocouple leads. A Conax fitting through the top
The
ring allowed the thermocouple wires to exit the vacuum tank.
sight glass assembly, top ring, copper lid and top heat shield assem-

bly are illustrated together with the calibrated thermocouple in
Figure 18.
Loading, Operation and Performance
of the Vacuum Furnace System
Throughout the unloading and loading steps,rubber examination
box
gloves were worn to keep finger prints off the specimens, getter
backfilling and purging the
and furnace internals. Argon was used for

furnace chamber whenever it was opened.

The first step in loading the diffusion specimens was to carefully place one [0001] and one [1120] specimen side-by-side on a
inside a protective
0.010" thick, rectangular tungsten support plate
getter box (Figure 17). The box was made from 0.0003" tantalum
The specifoil by spotwelding,after cleaning the foil with ethanol.
faces up and the lid of the
mens were placed with their radioactive
its support plate and
box was spotwelded closed. The getter box with
specimens was lowered with tongs into the furnace and allowed to
loading, the top shield
rest on the tungsten pedestal. During furnace
assembly, copper lid and top ring were supported outside the chamassembly and the
ber by a special jig (Figure 18). The top shield

Figure 18.

Top shields, thermocouple and closure for vacuum furnace.
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copper lid were put in place and the thermocouple tube inserted
through them. After the top ring was put in places the thermocouple

wires were positioned to avoid short circuiting. The sight glass
assembly was positioned last and rough pumping was initiated. Dif-

fusion pumping was started at about 300 microns.
The chamber was pumped down to about 2 x 10

6

torr before the

furnace temperature was raised slowly by steps through the first
several hundred degrees centigrade, allowing time for bake-out of

absorbed gases and recovery of vacuum. Pressures did not rise
above 1 x 10-5 torr at any point. A few hours were usually consumed

in reaching the operating temperature. The power increases were
made by adjustment of the auto transformers with the auxiliary
power on and with the controller set on manual output control. No
diffusion coefficient corrections were required by the stepwise
approach to the annealing temperature.
The time was noted in the log book when the recorder, operating

from the control thermocouple, indicated the desired temperature
vicinity had been reached by the last such gross power adjustment.
The controller was switched to automatic and fine adjustments were

made on the set point and on the autotransformer settings until the
recorder indicated a stable condition and the internal thermocouple

indicated the desired specimen temperature. Fine adjustment was
necessary to achieve control due to capacity limitation in the auxiliary
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power supply which only provided a fraction of the total furnace
power.

Subsequently throughout the anneal, specimen temperature

measurements were recorded several times daily from the calibrated
thermocouple referenced to an ice bath and measured with a Leeds
and Northrup, K-3 potentiometer and null detector. Although the

short-term temperature variation due to the controller operation was
generally somewhat less than one degree centigrade, long term drift
of a few degrees occasionally necessitated very small set point adjustments. The recorded thermocouple EMF values were averaged
after the anneal and the result used with the calibration to obtain the

recorded temperature of the anneal. The temperature data for the
anneals, summarized in Appendix F, indicate that the standard deviations of the temperature measurements did not exceed 3 °C.
Diffusion anneals ranged from 57 to 206 hours depending on the
annealing temperature (Appendix F). The anneals were terminated

by rapidly decreasing the power to zero and allowing the furnace to

cool several hours to ambient temperature before opening. The

initial cooling rate was very rapid.
Vacuum levels started at or below 2 x 10

-6 torr at the beginning

of each anneal and gradually improved for about a day to the upper or
central portion of the 10-7 torr scale. One-minute leak checks
measured immediately before opening the vacuum chamber indicated
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leak rates ranging from 2 x 106 to 8 x 10 -6 torr /min which, for a

chamber volume of about eight liters, converts to 0,003 to 0.01 litermicron/min.
Tube Furnace Annealing at Lower Temperatures

Two tube furnaces were used for diffusion anneals at temperatures ranging from 1074 °C to 1326 °C. The furnaces were operated

in an air environment, the specimens being protected by encapsula-

tion with an inert atmosphere in vitreous silica tubes. Each furnace
was regulated by an on-off controller. Experimental procedures and
equipment are described in detail below.
Description of Tube Furnace Equipment

The Burrell, Model B-1-19, High Temperature Electric Furnace (Figure 19) includes a 1-1/2" L D. by 43" long, closed end alumina tube mounted horizontally. The tube is heated by four, straight,

Globar, silicon carbide elements 32" Iong,which are connected in

parallel. The furnace operates on single-phase, 230 volt, A.C. current. The furnace power level is adjusted with coarse and fine tap
settings. For continuous operation the maximum design temperature
is 2650 °F (1450 °C). The furnace temperature is held constant by a

Honeywell, time-proportioning, on-off controller which receives its
signal from a Pt vs Pt-13% Rh (I.S. A. Type R) thermocouple.

Figure 19. Horizontal, 1-1/2" Burrell tube furnace.
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The other tube furnace (Figure 20) is a Model 6055 B (Vertical)

manufactured by Lucifer Furnaces, Inc. Its alumina tube is 2-1/2"
I. D. by 34" long and closed at the bottom end. The furnace operates

on single-phase, 230 volt current adjusted by power taps and by a
powerstat. Design specifications limit power input to 21 amperes and
the maximum operating temperature to 2900 °F (1610 °C). The tube

is heated by three, long, U-shaped, molybdenum disilicide elements
connected in series. The elements surround and parallel the lower
half of the tube. The furnace temperature is regulated by a simple

on-off controller which also operates on an I.S. A. Type R thermo
couple signal.

Temperature Profiles; Positioning of Capsules and Thermocouples
The first step taken with each furnace was the adjustment of its
on-off controller to allow only the minimum possible temperature
fluctuation during the control cycle. The temperature constancy was

then measured and temperature profiles determined in each furnace
using its calibrated thermocouple inserted in the tube. All measure-

ments were made, as in the actual diffusion anneals, using a Leeds
& Northrup, Model 8687, portable potentiometer with each thermo-

couple referenced against an ice bath. The profile data established

the optimum location for the vitreous silica capsules and assured geo-

metric temperature uniformity for the specimens.
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Figure 20. Vertical, 2-1/2" Lucifer tube furance.
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The time-proportioning controller was so effective in controlling the horizontal Burrell furnace that any fluctuations during its

very short "cycle" were too small to be detected. There was some

very minor, longer-term drift of the temperature up and down but this
drift spanned only 0.4 °C over a 13 minute period at 1190 °C. Longi-

tudinal temperature profiles along the floor of the tube were made at

three temperature settings. The results indicated a maximum
temperature at a depth of 25" into the tube, which point was also the
center of a two-inch zone of temperature uniformity within one degree

centigrade. A vertical (radial) profile also verified uniformity within
one degree centigrade. The measurements were made with the cali-

brated I.S. A. Type R thermocouple sheathed in a long, alumina thermocouple tube. The mouth of the tube was plugged with "Fiberfrax"

(aluminum silicate glass fiber) insulation to prevent convection, as

was also done later during the actual diffusion anneals.
The Burrell furnace was loaded by pushing the single specimen

capsule into the horizontal tube to such a depth that the specimen
envelope inside the capsule became centered at the 25" depth of
the maximum heat point. The thermocouple was then inserted, with

care not to further push the capsule, so that the thermocouple bead
rested near the tube floor beside the capsule at the 25" depth.

Temperature profile studies in the vertical Lucifer furnace
indicated a temperature fluctuation of only about 0.2 °C over a

35
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second cycle. A vertical temperature profile taken near the tube
center showed a maximum temperature at a level only 2-1/4" above
the bottom of the tube and a one-inch zone having uniformity within

0.6 °C. A pedestal of only 1 -3/4" overall height was installed so that
the one-inch zone began at the top of the pedestal. Temperature

measurements made at various locations just above the pedestal surface indicated a radial uniformity within one degree centigrade.

A specially-constructed alumina tip was used on the thermocouple protection tube for the radial profile and for the actual diffu-

sion anneals in the vertical furnace. As illustrated in Figure 21, the
tip was designed to leave the thermocouple bead exposed but prevent

it from contacting the pedestal while the tip itself was allowed to rest
on the pedestal. Convection was prevented in the furnace by a tran-

site board over the mouth of the tube (Figure 20); the board also
helped to position the thermocouple.

The 2-1/2" diameter of the Lucifer furnace permitted loading
duplicate specimen capsules for each diffusion anneal. The two capsules were loaded into the furnace with special tongs and allowed to

rest with their bottom tips on the pedestal and their upper ends leaning against opposite sides of the tube furnace wall. The specimen

envelope inside each capsule slid to near the bottom. The thermocouple tube was positioned with its special tip resting on the pedestal

near the midradius of the tube.
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Figure 21. Thermocouple protector for Lucifer furnace.
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Tube Furnace Operation and Performance
The furnaces were loaded cold; the power was switched on and

adjusted to near the highest permissible current level, and the con-

troller was adjusted for a tentative set-point. The progress of the
furnace was checked frequently; as the elements increased in

temperature and resistance causing the current to drop, it was possible to increase the power settings. The time was recorded when

the preliminary set-point temperature was reached. Fine adjustments of the set-point were made until the desired specimen temperature was indicated by the calibrated thermocouple inside the tube.

Between two and 3-1/2 hours were required for the Burrell furnace

to reach the operating temperature whereas the slower Lucifer fur-

nace required 11 to 13 hours. No corrections were considered necessary for these heat-up times.
The potentials of the calibrated thermocouples were measured
at convenient intervals during the anneal, usually two to four times

daily. By estimating the last digit, the Leeds and Northrup portable
potentiometer was read to microvolts. The EMF values were con-

verted to temperatures based on a standard calibration (83, p. 13-22)
and recorded to tenths of degrees centigrade. After the anneal was
completed,the temperatures were averaged and the specific thermocouple calibration correction applied to give the recorded- tempera-

ture for the anneal.
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The tube furnaces were reliable and maintained nearly constant
temperature throughout the rather long anneals. The standard deviations of the temperature measurements did not exceed 3 °C (Appendix
F). Very slight set-point adjustments were occasionally required to

prevent wider temperature drift.
The tube furnace anneals varied in duration from ten to 91 days
depending on the annealing temperature. At the conclusion of each
anneals the power was switched off and the furnace allowed to cool at

least overnight before removing the capsules.
Thermocouples and Their Calibration

All temperature measurements recorded for the diffusion
anneals were made with thermocouples. A Pt-20% Rh vs. Pt-5% Rh
thermocouple (12) was chosen for the vacuum furnace work in the

1404 °C to 1610 °C range. For the lower temperature work in the two
tube furnaces, thermocouples of I.S.A. Type R (Pt vs Pt -1 3% Rh)

were used.
Each intended thermocouple wire was annealed in air by electrical resistance for one hour at 1450 °C as recommended by the Nation-

al Bureau of Standards (78, p. 4). The two legs of each thermocouple
were then joined in a small weld bead using an oxidizing, hydrogen-

oxygen flame. Wire of 0.020" diameter was used in all thermocouples.
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Each thermocouple was calibrated against a standard I.S. A.
Type R thermocouple whose calibration to tenths of degrees centigrade

was certified in 1963 by the Claude S. Gordon Co. over a temperature
range of 500 °C to 1400 °C. The standard thermocouple was indirectly

checked against the gold point in the manner described below as a precaution before using it for all thermocouple calibration work.
The two unjoined legs of the Pt-20% Rh vs Pt-5% Rh thermocouple were connected by welding each of them to a 3/16" length of

0.0201' diameter, high-purity gold wire. The two thermocouple legs
were sheathed in a high-purity alumina thermocouple insulator tube.
The Pt-20% Rh vs Pt-5% Rh thermocouple was then calibrated against

the gold point (1063.0 °C), a primary fixed point (25, p. 59), by very
cautiously heating the assembly in a tube furnace until the gold melted
and recording the maximum EMF so obtained. After the gold point

calibration experiment was completed, the platinum alloy wire tips
containing the gold welds were removed and the two legs were joined

together in a weld bead. The Pt-20% Rh vs Pt-5% Rh thermocouple

was then calibrated against the certified standard I.S. A. Type

R

thermocouple as described below. A plot of EMF vs temperature for
the Pt-20% Rh vs Pt-5% Rh thermocouple showed agreement between

the gold point calibration and the calibration against the certified

standard Type R thermocouple. Based on this very good indirect
evidence, it was concluded that the certified standard L.S.A. Type R
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thermocouple could be reliably used also for calibration of the two
Type R thermocouples needed for the tube furnaces and that gold point

calibrations could be omitted for these latter two calibrations.
Calibrations were performed with both the certified thermo-

couple and the test thermocouple sheathed in separate, clean, pure
alumina protection and insulation tubes from which only the weld beads

were allowed to protrude. The two A1203 tubes were then wired together parallel in such a way that the weld beads were separated by
only about 3/32". The joined tubes were then inserted into a 3/4"

I. D., closed-end, alumina protection tube and this whole assembly
was inserted into a 2 -3/4" I. D., platinum-wound, Keith tube furnace.

The thermocouples were referenced against ice baths in the standard
manner (90). Measurements of EMF were made with a Leeds and

Northrup, Type K-3, Universal Potentiometer (Catalogue No. 7553)
connected to a Leeds and Northrup D. C, null detector (Catalogue No.
9834).

The K-3 potentiometer is calibrated down to microvolts. The

procedure for calibration at each temperature of comparison was as
follows. The furnace temperature was allowed to stabilize at a given

power setting and several readings were then taken from each thermocouple by using a switch to rapidly change between the standard and

test thermocouples.
The Pt-20% Rh vs Pt-5% Rh thermocouple was calibrated by
comparisons performed at approximately 200 °C intervals from $25 ®C
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to 1400 °C. The resultant calibration curve (degrees centigrade vs

millivolts) was extrapolated out to 1600 °C because no certified stan-

dard thermocouple was available to calibrate temperatures above
1400 °C.

The Type R thermocouples were each calibrated at three points
spanning the 1050 °C to 1320 °C range, Results were recorded as

deviations from the tabulated I.S. A. Type R calibration (83, p. 1322). The deviations did not exceed 2 °C. All calibration measure-

ments were made to microvolts or tenths of degrees centigrade.
All three thermocouples were calibrated initially before any
diffusion anneals were performed. The two Type R thermocouples

were again calibrated against the certified standard thermocouple
about midway through the experimental work after performance of

several diffusion anneals. One of the Type R thermocouples showed
no detectable change while the other showed a decrease of EMF output
equivalent to only two degrees centigrade. It was decided not to per-

form a similar recalibration upon the Pt-20% Rh vs Pt-5% Rh thermocouple.

Encapsulation of Specimens for Tube Furnace Anneals

Encapsulation was necessary to protect the specimens because

the tube furnaces were operated in air. Specimens to be diffusion
annealed in the tube furnaces were sealed in an ultra-pure argon
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environment within the vitreous silica tubes.
Each vitreous silica tube contained one diffusion specimen of

[0001] orientation and one [1120] specimen. The tubes were 15 mni

1.D. by 20 mm 0.D., "Clear Fused Quartz--Type 204 Tubing" from
General Electric Co. Before loading the two specimens into the
vitreous silica tube, the two specimen wafers were together wrapped
side-by-side in tantalum sheet of about 0.003" thickness. The sheet
was first cleaned with ethanol and was spot-welded into an envelope
(Figure 22) intended to prevent reaction of the hafnium specimens

with the silica of the tube. Adhesion was prevented by wrapping the
specimens in such a way that each radioactive specimen face contacted

neither the tantalum wrap nor the other specimen during the anneal.
Contamination was avoided by handling neither the specimens nor the

tantalum sheet with bare fingers.

The sealed vitreous silica capsules were prepared as follows.
A group of wrapped specimen pairs were inserted into a vitreous silica tube which was then evacuated to about 108 torr with an ion-

pumped vacuum system and then backfilled to 140 to 200 torr with

ultra-high-purity argon. The purpose of the argon was to reduce

metal evaporation, and the pressure level was selected to equal or
slightly exceed atmospheric pressure at the annealing temperature and
thereby combat possible collapse of the silica capsule. The analyses
of the argon are tabulated in Appendix C. Finally, the vitreous silica
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Figure 22. Tantalum sheet protection envelope for specimens to be annealed in fused silica capsules.
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tubes were sealed into tube segments of about five inches overall
length, each sealed tube segment containing a tantalum-wrapped

specimen pair. The sealing operation was performed by a skilled
glass blower.

A freshly-sealed (clear) capsule is illustrated in Figure 23 together with a white, opaque capsule removed from a tube furnace after
a diffusion anneal.

The silica tubes held for long periods at or above 1200 °C devitri-

fied, and during cooling an allotropic transformation occurred at
approximately 250 °C in the outer layers of the silica tubes. The p-

cristobalite-to-a-cristobalite transformation (82, p. 14) resulted in
the white coloration and spalling of the outer layers. The silica
transformation usually did not cause rupture and leakage into the capsule.

Where the transformation did cause leakage it resulted only in

a very light surface discoloration of the hafnium specimens, The fact

that the leakage was harmless is due to the low temperature of the
transformation which occurred in the outer layers of the devitrified

silica capsules.
Lathe Sectioning and Related Operations
The annealed diffusion specimens were mounted with epoxy onto

short steel rods which were chucked in a lathe. The radioactive face

of each specimen was aligned, its circumference was trimmed and

Figure 23. Unannealed and annealed, sealed, fused silica capsules.
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thin sections were serially removed from the radioactive face. All
specimens were easily machineable. The turnings from each cut were
placed in a small, preweighed vial for final weighing and gamma

counting. A detailed description of each of the steps follows.
Mounting Specimens for Lathe Sectioning

The diffusion specimen wafers were too small to be directly
mounted into a lathe chuck. Consequently, it was necessary to cement

each of them to a short section of steel rod and mount the backup rad

in the lathe chuck. Specimens bonded to their backup rods are illustrated in Figure 24. The backup rods were of a diameter comparable
to that of the specimen and of sufficient length for lathe mounting.

The bonding material was Devcon A, Putty Type, Plastic Steel,
an epoxy formulation containing steel powder and supplied by Devcon

Corp. To give the epoxy a base for support against the lathe forces,
two shallow grooves approximately at right angles were hack-sawed

into both the mating end of the steel rod and the rear face of the speci

men wafer. Care was taken to avoid physical distortion of the specimens during the grooving operation, which was usually done after
annealing. There were a few experiments in which the grooves were

formed immediately after the single crystal wafer was removed from
the oriented crystal. Specimens which were notched before annealing
underwent flat polishing and inspection for possible twins before the
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Figure 24. Annealed specimens joined to steel backup mounts for
lathe sectioning,
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diffusion anneal, as did all of the specimens.

A drill press was used in lowering the epoxy-coated, steel backup rod to mate with the diffusion specimen. Good alignment at this
stage simplified the subsequent job of aligning the specimen in the
lathe before sectioning.
Weighing of Vials

Tare and gross weights of the small plastic vials (Figure 28)
used to contain the sections were measured with a Mettler, Type H6,

electronic balance. The balance is accurate and reproducible to about
+ 0.0001 gram. Accuracy within the above range was verified by
comparison of weights of the same vial measured repeatedly on the

Mettler balance and on a reliable analytical balance. However, since

it is possible to do so by estimating the last digit, the weights were
recorded to hundredths of milligrams. Bare-finger handling of the
vials was avoided because of the possibility of weight errors due to

finger prints. The plastic vials weighed about 1.1 gram each. Sec-

tion net weights generally varied from 0.005 to 0.025 gram. The
section weights were used in the subsequent calculations of specific

activity and penetration for each section.

The initial and final weights were also recorded for the backup-

mounted specimen and for a larger vial used to collect the trim turnings removed from the circumference of each specimen. All of the
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weight data were subsequently used to calculate a material balance
concerning the sectioning of each specimen.
Lathe Sectioning of Diffusion Specimens

Each specimen was sectioned with care by one of two skilled

machinists using a special alignment chuck and a chip collector, both

designed for the present research. The machinist painstakingly
aligned the specimen, trimmed its circumference, measured its
diameter with a micrometer and serially removed eight to twelve very
thin sections, each of which was then funneled into its preweighed
vial.
Special Equipment
Alignment Chuck.

A special chuck was required to adjust the

orientation of the specimen so that its radioactive face would be normal

to the lathe axis for sectioning. The device constructed for this purpose

consists of a 1/2" Jacobs chuck welded to a circular plate for

adjustment through a ball-and-socket joint with three bolts working
against a matching plate. The latter plate was welded to a rod used
to mount the whole alignment chuck assembly in a standard four-jaw
chuck (Figure Z5).

Chip Catcher.

A collector was required which would trap

virtually 100% of the small quantity of fine turnings constituting each

Figure 25. Alignment of specimen prior to sectioning.
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section. The device used is a three-inch, cubical, stainless steel
box with a hinged, plexiglass top (Figures 26 and 27). One end has "a rec-

tangular hole fitted to the Aloris, Model CX tool post on which the box

was mounted by exerting pressure against the top and bottom of the

tool post through the box with a "C" clamp. The other end of the box
has a 2-3/8" circular opening to accept the Jacobs chuck and allow the
necessary motion of the tool post and catcher relative to the work.
Alignment

The machinist mounted in the alignment chuck the steel backup

rod with its cemented specimen. Adjustments of the three alignment
bolts were then made to make the radioactive specimen surface perpendicular to the lathe axis. Precision alignment was accomplished

(Figure 25) with the aid of a Starrett, Last Word, 0. 0001" dial indicator gauge. Usually the four-jaw chuck holding the alignment chuck

had to be adjusted simultaneously to center the specimen on the lathe
axis. It was possible to align most of the specimens so that the entire

specimen face indicated within 0.0001",

Circumferential Edge Trimming
Initially the [1120] specimens were only approximately round

while the [0001] specimens were rectangular. The circumferential
surfaces were removed to provide a cylindrical geometry and to
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Figure 26. Chip collector.

Figure 27. Positioning chip collector for sectioning.
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eliminate any influence of surface diffusion on the experimental

results. The epoxy bond was a weakness which necessitated limiting
the individual cuts to depths of 0. 005" to 0.010". Cuts were removed

until the entire circumference adjacent to the front face was cleaned.
Another 0. 007" cut was then removed from the radius to assure protection against the surface diffusion effect. A final cut of only about
0. 001" was made in the opposite direction (toward the tail stock) for

assurance against possible error due to "hotter" metal from the front
being carried back and imbedded along the circumference. The
0. 008" minimum edge removal satisfied the criterion of >6051.

Finally, only the tiny burr that had formed was carefully removed
from the corner of the specimen. The diameter of the trimmed

specimen was then measured to 0.0001" with a micrometer. The
diameter was later used in the penetration and specific activity calculations.

All edge trim turnings were collected to be weighed and the re-

sult used in the material balance calculation.
A tungsten carbide tool bit insert was used and operating parameters of around 60 rpm and 0. 003" advance per revolution were
found satisfactory.
Removal of Sections from Specimen Faces

A new Kennametal, TPG-322-K68, indexable tool insert was
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installed before the face cuts were made.

Section depths were only

0. 0003" to 0.001". The dozen sections usually taken proved to be

more than adequate to span the measureable diffusion zone. The

lathe was usually operated at about 60 rpm and 0.003" advance per
revolution.

The chip catcher was used to catch all turnings and was emptied

into the proper vial after each section cut.
Transferral of Section Turnings into Vials

Several precautions were routinely taken to see that virtually all
chips from a given section went into its vial and to prevent cross
contamination.

A separate, small artist's brush was used to sweep all of the
turnings of each section from the chip catcher into a shortened
laboratory glass funnel which channeled them into the proper num-

bered vial. Occasionally a chip had escaped the catcher and had been
caught in the stainless steel pan beneath. The pan was checked each
time for this possibility and when a chip was found it was also swept
through the funnel into the vial. The funnel, the brush and the clean

butcher paper on the work table were checked to ascertain that no
chips had failed to get into the vial. If any chips were found on the

table they were loaded into the vial with a pair of very fine tweezers.
The vial was sealed and placed in the tray and the work table
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was wiped with a fresh tissue paper to remove any spilled chips which
might have been too fine to have been seen. The precaution assured

that no such particles could be picked up to cross contaminate the

vial of a later section.
Disposable examination gloves were worn to keep finger prints
off the vials. The artist's brushes were rinsed in ethanol to remove

any invisible fine particles before reusing them on the next specimen.

The tools used in the transferral step are illustrated in Figure
28.

Material Balances
More than half of the material balances (Appendix D) for the

sectioning of specimens indicated higher than 99% recovery of all turn-

ings (edge trim plus section turnings). The lowest recovery experienced was 96. 6%. It is a reasonable assumption that the percentage

recovery of section turnings was at least as high as for the total turnings. The material balances confirm the effectiveness of the chip

collector and the chip collection techniques.
Gamma Spectrometry
The activity of the 482 key gamma radiation of the Hf

181

in each

section was counted with a Packard, Series 410 A, Auto-Gamma

Spectrometer. The instrument was adjusted for a 100 key window
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above a 432 key baseline after calibration against the 662 key gamma
radiation of a Cs 137 standard.
Equipment

The Series 410 A, Auto-Gamma Spectrometer manufactured by

Packard Instrument Co., Inc. is illustrated in Figure 29. The instrument automatically prints the specimen number, counting time and
total counts and automatically changes specimens. The detector is a

thalium-doped sodium iodide crystal,three inches square by two inches
deep.

Standardization and Operation of Spectrometer

Each time the instrument was used it was first standardized
according to the manufacturer's instructions. Standardization was
performed by adjusting the instrument high voltage to maximize the

one-minute count rate for a 0.1 microcurie Cs

137

standard with the

adjustments set for a 10 key window centered on the 662 key line".

The standardized instrument was adjusted for a 100 key window
which was centered on the 482 key gamma radiation peak of the Hf

181

in the sections by setting the baseline adjustment at 432 key. The
Hf181 and Hf175

spectra (42) include no other significant peaks in or

near the 432 to 532 key window. A wide window is desirable because

it assures reliable counting of the 482 key peak even if the electronic
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Figure 29. Auto-gamma spectrometer
automatically loading a vial.
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equipment should drift from its standardization.

Counting time was usually set at 30 minutes per specimen. However, for some experiments 100 minute counting times were used.
The longer counting times were used to improve counting statistics
in those experiments where the specimen activity was unusually low,

as was often the case after the long, tube furnace anneals. The
spectrometer was always adjusted to cease counting and print out the

results when one million counts were recorded before the set time
elapsed.

The count rate was never so high as to require corrections for

instrument dead time. No electronic saturation problem is experienced with the Packard, Auto-Gamma spectrometer below counting
rates of 300, 000 cpm (77).

It was necessary to trim away the tab and hinge of the sealed
lid of each plastic specimen vial and insert the vial to the bottom of a
plastic auto-gamma vial. The auto-gamma vials are six inches long

by 9/16" I.D. and are intended for use in this instrument. Blanks
were also prepared by inserting an empty specimen vial into each
auto-gamma vial intended for use as a blank. The blank vials were
used for measurements of background radiation.
The loaded auto-gamma vials were inserted into the vial holders
of the spectrometer in such a way that the instrument would count the

first (most radioactive) section first and procede in sequence to the
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last section and then count a blank, each time printing out the proper
identifying number with the result. The spectrometer automatically

counted in sequence the vials representing one diffusion experiment

and then automatically proceeded to count the next set of vials representing another diffusion experiment.
Counting rates varied from a maximum of about 150, 000 cpm
down to the background level of about 45 cpm.
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III. CALCULATION OF DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS

The natural logarithm of the specific activity of each section and

the square of the penetration distance to its midplane were calculated
by a digital computer from the raw experimental data. The data

points representing the linear portion of the penetration curve were
selected from a plot of the penetration squared vs the natural log

specific activity for each experiment. The slope of the least squares
best fit linear curve was calculated from the selected data with a

desk-top computer. The diffusion coefficient, D, was calculated
from the slope, M, and the annealing time, t, according to the relations hip

D=

-

0.25
Mt

(22)

Calculation of Penetration Squared and Log Specific Activity Data
The raw experimental data which could be used to calculate the

specific activity and penetration of each section from a diffusion specimen consisted of the section and background counts and counting

times, the tare and gross weights of the section vial and the specimen
diameter. The raw data were keypunched onto IBM cards and fed
into the Oregon State University CDC 3300 computer system together
with a FORTRAN program (Appendix G) written for the calculations.
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The mean penetration depth for each section was calculated,

based on the weights, diameter and density, to the midplane of the

section at the temperature of the experiment. The density, being a

constant, was written into the program. The thermal expansion calculation was also written into the program from X-ray diffraction

measurements,(51), made in support of the present research, for both
the [0001] and the [112:0] directions.

The specific activity of each section was calculated as follows
from its weight and the number of counts and counting time of both the
section and the blank. The section count rate was calculated and the

background count rate subtracted from it. The resultant backgroundcorrected section count rate was adjusted for decay during counting by
using the 43 day half-life (42) and referencing the start of each count

to the starting time of the first section count in the series. Division
of the decay-corrected section count rate by the section net weight resulted in the desired section specific activity. The decay correction
was always less than one percent and therefore could have been
omitted, but it was included to promote accuracy and the universal
applicability of the program.

Input data to the computer also included the initial and final
weights of both the mounted specimen and the trim vial. Based on all

of the raw weight data the program also calculated a material, balance

for each experiment and reported the result as percentage weight loss
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based on the total of the section net weights, the total weight of section
and trim turnings, and the weight decrease of the specimen mount.

The primary outputs of the program were the section log specific activities and penetrations squared. All section weight data were
also printed out as well as intermediate data including the thermal ex-

pansion factor, decay correction factors, section weights, section
thicknesses, penetration depths and specific activities. Output from
one of the experiments is presented in Appendix H. The calculation

steps of the program are explained below and the format for inputting
data on IBM cards to be accepted by the program is tabulated in
Appendix I. An symbols used in the program are identified in

Appendix J.

The accurate performance of the program was verified by independently "hand - calculating" the data from two experiments with a

Friden calculator.
Density and Thermal Expansion Behavior
Density

The density value used in the computer calculations, 13. 026

g/cm 3, was determined by weighing and measuring a machined cylinder of the alloy. The 0.5648" long by 0.4750" diameter cylinder was
machined from the polycrystalline extreme end of rod No. 1. The
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density specimen, which was accorded great care in machining, cleanliness and weighing, weighed 21.3630 grams on a reliable analytical
balance manufactured by Voland & Son, Inc.

Thermal Expansion
The thermal expansion behavior along the [0001] and [1120]

directions of the single-crystalline Hf -2. 1% Zr material was evaluated

from vacuum hot stage x-ray diffraction measurements performed at
the Albany Metallurgy Research Center by M. P. Krug. Lattice parameter measurements were made from room temperature to 1600 °C

from etched surfaces of oriented single crystals. The experimental
data show excellent agreement with the least squares best fit quadratic
equations for the data. The quadratic expressions are as follows:

For the [0001] direction

c = 5.0534 + 3.870 x 10 -5T'
T' + 1.399 x 10

Tr

2

(23)

and for the [1120] direction

a = 3.1954 + 1.913 x 10 -5 T' + 9.6 x 10

10

T'

2

(24)

where c and a are the lattice parameters in angstroms and T' is the
temperature in degrees centigrade.
The thermal expansion measurements are described in more
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detail in the paper by Krug and Davis (51).

Steps in the Computer Calculation of Penetration Data
A step-by-step explanation is given here in FORTRAN notation
concerning the operation of the FORTRAN program (Appendix G) used

in the calculation of the penetration data and the material balances
from the raw experimental data. FORTRAN notation includes the use

of multiple-character symbols, asterisks for multiplication and paren-

theses for subscripting, e.g., A(I) and A(1) represent a. and al
respectively.
The program read in all pertinent data from IBM cards formatted as in Appendix I. The first quantities to be calculated were

the section net weights, W(I), the weight of the edge trim turnings,

WTN, and the weight decrease, WML, of the mounted specimen.
The symbols WBN, WBG and WBT refer respectively to the net,

gross and tare weights for a tiny burr removed by the machinest from
the corner of some of the early specimens immediately after the section cuts. Based on the weight data, the program calculated a

material balance reported as percentage weight loss on three bases:
the total of the weights of the NT total sections, the total weight of all

turnings and the weight decrease of the specimen mount. The symbols BOS, BOT and BOD refer to the material balance reported on

the preceding respective bases.
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The thermal expansion correction factor, EXPC, was calculated
according to the appropriate expression,depending on whether the dif-

fusion was in the [0001] or the [1120] direction. The symbol TEAC

r of e r s to the annealing temperature in degrees centigrade. The
measured diameter in inches, DIN, was converted to a diameter,
DCM, in centimeters.

The section thicknesses, Y(I), at diffusion temperatures were
calculated with the expression
Y(I) = (0, 09774 /(DCM*DCM))*W(I) *EXPC

(25)

in which 0.09774 is the value of (4/7 p ), p being the alloy density of

13.026 g/cm3. The penetration distance in centimeters to the midplane of any i th section, YS(I), was found by adding the section half

thickness, YH(I), to the sum of the previous section thicknesses,
YT(I-1). The squares of the penetration depths, YSS(I), for each of

the N sections counted were one of the two primary groups of results.
The measured counts, CTSM(I), were divided by the counting
time, CT(I), to obtain a raw section count rate in counts per minute

from which a similarly calculated background count rate was sub-

tracted to yield AM(I), the measured, background-corrected section
count rate.

The decay time of interest was the sum of the counting times for
the sections previously counted. Therefore, the decay correction
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factor, DCF, was calculated from the decay time, SUM, and the 43
day (61, 920 minute) half life of Hf181.

Application of the decay correction factor resulted in the decay-

corrected section count rate, AC(I), which was divided by the section
weight to yield the desired specific activity, A(I), in counts/min/

gram. The natural logarithms, ZNA(I), of the specific activities
were the other primary group of results.
Penetration Plots and Data Selection

The penetration squared data were plotted along the abscissa
against the corresponding natural log specific activity values on the
ordinate. Typical penetration plots are presented in Figure 30. In

many of the experiments it was possible to draw a straight line through
several of the data points. The slope of the line was used in a pre-

liminary,slide rule evaluation of the D value, but the final diffusion
coefficient was calculated from a least squares slope as outlined below.

There were several experiments in which the diffusion rates
were so low that only two data points could be used in the slope deter-

mination. The procedure followed in such cases is also discussed.
Normal Case

In those experiments for which there were several data points
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on the linear curve, the self-diffusion coefficient was calculated from

the slope of a least squares line fitted after discarding any data points
not on the line. Data at the low activity end of the plot beyond the

linear portion were discarded. The latter data points apparently
represented depths where accurate counting was no longer possible

because the specimen activities were small relative to the background. Sometimes the first datum point was also eliminated because
it was below the linear curve due to an evaporation effect. The first
datum point in each of only two experiments was discarded for the

opposite reason; it was unaccountably a bit high relative to the curve.
In a few other cases one or more intermediate points along the linear
portion unaccountably did not lie on the curve; they were also discarded. The remaining data were used in the least squares calculation.

There were also five experiments in the low temperature region
in which only the three initial points formed the linear curve. The

least squares calculation was performed on the three data points of
each such experiment.

The number of data points used for least squares fits varied
from three to nine. The data points so used and those rejected are
listed in Appendix E.
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Limiting Case

It was necessary to construct the linear curves from only two
data points from several of the experiments in which the diffusion

anneals were carried out in the lower temperature region where extremely low diffusion rates prevailed. A diffusion coefficient was
calculated in each such experiment from the slope of the line mathematically defined by the two points. In two instances penetration

points two and three (instead of one and two) were so used. The
slopes are given in Appendix F. The "two-point" experiments are
also identified among the data of Appendix F.

It is recognized that diffusion coefficients computed from only

two penetration sections can not be considered to be highly accurate.

However, it is better to include them than to omit them. The probable

direction of any error in these measurements tends to make the resultant diffusion coefficients be upper limits of the true values. More
extensive data would probably show the linear curves, if different, to

be of greater slope than those actually obtained, for two reasons: the
section at the surface may have been slightly decreased in activity by
the evaporation effect and the second data point may have been higher
than it should have been because of the effect which occurs when the
background level is approached.
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Least Squares Penetration Slopes

The final penetration slopes were calculated as follows for those

experiments having three or more selected data points. A least
squares best fit linear curve was calculated using a regression program in an Olivetti-Underwood, Programma 101, desk-top computer.
The program gives the intercept and slope and the standard deviation
of each of them. The slopes and their standard deviations are presented in Appendix F.

The final calculations of the diffusion coefficients were made

from these slopes.
Final Calculation of Diffusion Coefficients

The diffusion coefficients were calculated from the slopes of the

linear penetration squared vs log specific activity curves according to
the expression which applies to the thin film solution (85, p. 7-11):

M=

-

1

4Dt

(26)

which was rearranged to
0.25
Mt

where t is the diffusion annealing time and M is the slope. The

(22)

lal
calculations were performed on the desk-top computer using the final
penetration slopes.

The calculations were performed in units of seconds for annealing time and centimeters for penetration depth. Consequently,the dif-

2/sec.

fusion coefficients came out in the desired units of cm

The final results are presented in Tables VII and VIII.
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Table VII. Self-diffusion coefficients for diffusion in the [0001]
direction.

Experiment
Identification

T'

104 /T
°K -1

T4-0001-1

1074

T4 -0001 -2

1074

T6-0001

1100

T1 -0001

1149

T5-0001

1198

T3-0001-1

1266

T3 -0001 -2

1266

T2C -0001

1326

B2 -0001

1404

B4-0001

1444

B4B-0001

1451

B1 -0001

1504

B5-0001

1552

B3 -0001

1610

7.424
7.424
7.283
7.032
6.798
6.498
6.498
6.254
5.963
5.824
5.800
5.627
5.479
5.311

cm2/sec
4.15 x 10 14
3.32 x 10-14
3.65 x 10-14
6.59 x 1014
6,31 x 10-14
2.93 x 10-13
-13
1.82 x 10
-13
5.33 x 10
3.60 x 1012
-12

3.44 x 1,0
5.91 x 10-12
-11

1.32 x 10
2.03 x 10 -11
-11
3.85 x 10
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Table VIII. Self-diffusion coefficients for diffusion in the [1120]

direction.
Experiment
Identification

10

4

/

°K-1

cm2/sec

1552

7.424
7.283
7.032
6.798
6.498
6.498
6.254
5.963
5.824
5.800
5.627
5.479

1610

5.311

8.27 x 10 -14
1.12 x 10 -13
9.08 x 10-14
2.16 x 10 -13
-13
4.85 x 10
3.43 x 10 -13
9.03 x 10 -13
5.31 x 10 12
5.39 x 10-12
1.11 x 10 -11
-11
2.09 x 10
-11
2.33 x 10
5.02 x 10 -11

T4-1120
T6-1120

1074

T1 -1120

1149

T5-1120,

1198

T3-1120-1
T3-1120-2
T2C-1120
B2-1120
B4-1120
B4B-1120
B1-1120
B5-1120
B3-1120

1266

1100

1266
1326
1404
1444
1451

1504
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IV. CLASSIFICATION AND ESTIMATION
OF EXPERIMENTAL ERRORS

The possible sources of experimental errors have been listed
below. An attempt has been made to estimate the maximum possible

magnitude of these individual error sources. The probable error of
the reported diffusivities is less than 10%.

Classification of Experimental Errors

The possible sources of experimental error may be classified
as follows:
A.

Temperature control and measurement (erroneous effective
specimen temperature).

B.

Time at temperature (erroneous effective annealing times
resulting from furnace heat-up and cool-down periods).

C.

Orientation and alignment and finite section thickness.
1.

Specimen not exactly oriented with respect to crystallographic axes.

2.

Failure to polish specimen to perfect flatness.

3.

Specimen not perfectly aligned during lathe sectioning.

4.

Flatness failure due to warpage of specimens during
annealing.

5.
D.

Finite thickness of sections.

Penetration measurements.
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1.

Erroneous vial net weights.

2.

Erroneous specimen diameter measurement.

3.

Erroneous density value.
a. Imperfect measurement of density.

b. Non-uniformity of material.
4.

E.

Lost (uncollected) section turnings.

Radiation counting.
1.

Instrument error.

2.

Statistical counting error.

3.

Lost section turnings.

Estimation of Experimental Errors
It is estimated that the absolute,effective specimen temperature
error did not exceed 5 ®C for any of the anneals. Consequently, the

maximum possible diffusivity error from this source, according to
Figure 33, would be about 4. 5 %.

The contribution of the heat-up and cool-down periods to the
effective annealing time would have been negligible for the vacuum
furnace anneals and probably no more than 0. 5% for any of the tube

furnace anneals. A maximum error of 0.5% of the D value is attributed to erroneous effective annealing times.

Most of the individual error sources listed in category C would
not be expected to cause errors exceeding about 0.2%. An equation
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published by Shirn, Wajda and Huntington (88) is designed for estima-

tion of errors due to misalignment and finite section thickness. The
equation is difficult to apply because of the difficulty in estimating

the magnitude of the misalignment. Use of the equation indicates,

however, that an error in D of greater than 0.4% from misalignment
and finite section thickness is unlikely.
Warpage during some of the anneals was a definite problem

which became apparent during alignment on the lathe. Specimen

warpage may have caused an unusual amount of error. Although

estimation is most difficult in this case, it hardly seems possible

that an error in D as great as 2% could have resulted from the specimen warpage. A total error estimate of 3% is assigned to the whole
category of misalignment, finite section thickness and specimen
warpage.

An error estimate for the penetration measurement can be
computed as follows. A net weight error of 0.0001 gram in a typical

sample weight of 0.009 gram results in a 1.1% error in the penetration calculation. A micrometer error of 0.0003" for a typical specimen diameter of 0.35" results in a 0. 09% diameter error which, be-

cause the diameter is squared, results in a 0.2% error in the penetration measurement. An error of 0. 5% of the penetration is arbitrarily
assigned to account for possible error in the carefully measured density value which was used in all of the penetration calculations,
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Finally, a maximum penetration error of 0. 5% is attributed to lost
section turnings. Summing the above contributions results in a
maximum total penetration error of 2. 3 %. The possible effect of the

penetration error on the diffusion coefficient is taken as 5. 3% (which

is the square of 2. 3 %) since the square of the penetration is used in the
penetration plot whose slope yields the D value.

Concerning gamma counting, the instrument error is assumed
to be negligible. The effect of any lost turnings can be neglected for

the higher temperature experiments since any error resulting from
turnings lost for a. given section would have resulted in an erroneous
penetration point which would have been discarded from the slope calculation. For the cases where slopes were computed from only two

penetration points, it is assumed that the probability of any loss of

turnings from the pertinent sections is exceedingly small.
The sole contribution to radiation counting error to be con-

sidered, therefore, is the statistical error. A maximum value for
the standard deviations of count rates for individual sections used in

slope evaluations is about 1.5% error in the count rate. Because the
effect of taking the natural logarithm is to reduce the percentage

error, the same J..5% will serve as an upper bound on the error in D
due to counting errors.
Summing all of the above possible errors yields an upper bound
on the error of any diffusion coefficient of 14. 8%. An error of such a

1Z8

magnitude in an individual. diffusivity measurement could only be pos-

sible if all the contributing errors were in the same direction and if
all of them were of the estimated maximum value. The probable

error in each D value would be considerably less than the maximum
possible error and should be well below 10%.
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V. PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Presentation of Results
Self-Diffusion Coefficients

The self-diffusion coefficients which have been determined in

this study are presented in Table VII for diffusion parallel to the c
axis and in Table VIII for diffusion perpendicular to the c axis. The

diffusivities are also presented in Arrhenius plots in Figure 31 for
diffusion parallel to the c axis and in Figure 32 for diffusion perpendi-

cular to the c axis.

Arrhenius Parameters
As illustrated in Figures 31 and 32, the results have been interpreted by assuming two temperature regions of diffusion. Above
about 12 00 °C, where lattice diffusion probably is controlling, diffu-

sion is characterized by relatively high activation energies (denoted by
large negative Arrhenius slopes). Considerably lower apparent acti-

vation energies are observed for the low temperature region. The
significance of the decreased activation energies at lower tempera-

tures is discussed below.
Arrhenius parameters (frequency factors and activation energies)
have been evaluated for each crystallographic diffusion direction and
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TEMPERATURE, °C
1,600

1,400

1,200

10-1°

o Used for high temperature
Arrhenius curve
Used for low temperature
Arrhenius curve
Used for both curves

A Not used for Arrhenius
curve

KY"

0

v

5.0

5.5

6.0

6.5

-I

7.0

I0,000/T, °K
Figure 31. Arrhenius plot for

7.5
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TEMPERATURE, ° C
10'0

1,600

1,400

1,200
I

I

I

Used for high temperature
Arrhenius curve
Used for low temperature
Arrhenius curve

Not used for Arrhenius
curve

5.0

5.5

6.0

7.0

6.5

10,000/T,

7.5

K

Figure 32. Arrhenius plot for

Dic.
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each temperature region according to the Arrhenius expression

D = Do exp (Q/RT)

(15)

in which Do is the frequency factor, Q is the activation energy and

R is the universal gas constant. The data points used for each
curve in these evaluations are identified on Figure 31 and 32.

12/

Linear least squares fits were determined for each curve using the
values of Ln D and 1/T which are listed in Appendix F. The frequency

factors and activation energies were determined from the intercepts

and slopes of the least squares curves. Standard deviations
were also calculated. The results of the Arrhenius parameter deter-

minations are presented in Table IX. The least squares curves
are those illustrated with the' data in Figures 31 and 32. The curves
are again presented together for comparison independently of the data
points in Figure 33.
At high temperatures (above 1220° C), where lattice diffusion

seems to be controlling, the diffusion coefficients can be expressed as

12/ Data points B4-0001 and B4-1120 at 1444 °C have been omitted in

the interpretation of the data and in the evaluation of Arrhenius
parameters because an irregularity (temperature change) which
occurred during the anneal may be considered to have rendered
them suspect. Corrections have been made (amounting to less than
1% of Dt) in the computation of the D values and they are included
on Figures 31 and 32 as additional information.

TEMPERATURE, °C
1,400
1,200
1,600

5.0

5.5

6.5
10,000/T, °K-1
6.0

7.0

Figure 33. Comparison of Duc and
Dic with D values of Dyment
and Libanati.
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7.5
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Table IX. Activation energies and frequency factors.
Q

Direction

Standard deviations

D.

(cal/g atom) (crn2 /sec)

Ln D.

Ln D.

Q

High temperature region (above 1220 °C)
[0001]

88, 400

0 86

-0.155

0.971

3, 200

[1120]

83, 200

0.28

-1.256

1.430

4, 800

Low temperature region (below 1220 °C1
[0001]

20, 300

7.1x1041

-23. 369

2. 304

6, 400

[1120]

24, 900

8. 9x10

-10

-20.842

4. 755

13, 200

Polycrystalline data of Dyment & Libanati (29)

Zr
polycrystals 41, 600
Hf--2.

7. 3x10

-6

-11. 822

1.122

2, 300
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follows. For diffusion parallel to the c axis:
= 0. 86 exp [( -88, 400 + 3, 2 00)/RT] cm2 sec

(27)

1

For diffusion perpendicular to the c axis:
= 0.28 exp [( -83, 200 + 4, 800)/R T] crn2/aec

(28)

Below 1220 *C, where apparent decreases in the activation

energies occur, the apparent diffusion coefficients are expressed as
follows. For diffusion parallel to the c axis:
= 7. 1 x 10 -11 exp [( -20, 300

D

6, 400)/R 1] cm

2

sec

(29)

11c

For diffusion perpendicular to the c axis:
= 8. 9 x 10 -10 exp [( -24, 900 + 13, 200)/RT] cm

D

2

sec

( 30)

1c

The low temperature equations are only presented as approximations.
Discussion of Results
Self-Consistency of Data

Visual examinations of the high temperature curves in Figures
31 and 32 show that the diffusion coefficient data are self-consistent

with respect to the least squares curves drawn through them. While
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some scatter is apparent, it does not appear to be excessive. The
reliability of the least squares curves for the high temperature region
is suggested by the data. The standard deviations of the activation

energies taken from the slopes of the least squares curves for the
upper region are 3. 6% and 5. 8% of the activation energies themselves.

It is recognized that the reliability of the low temperature

curves is not good. Reduced reliability is expected because the experimental method was being strained by the shallow penetration which

occurred during the low temperature anneals. The low temperature
curves are only presented to show that the nature of the diffusion
changes at low temperatures and to give approximate, apparent para

eters.
The self-consistency of the data compares favorably with much

of the work reported in the literature. As an appropriate example, a
comparison can be made with the similar work on polycrystalline
alpha hafnium by Dyment and Libanati (29). The latter work also

shows a high degree of self-consistency. However, scatter is also

apparent. Dyment and Libanati report standard deviations in Q of
2,300 and 4,400 cal/g atom for two alloys studied. These standard
deviations compare favorably with the 3, 200 and 4,800 cal/g atom

experienced in the high temperature region in the present work.
Little emphasis is placed on the accuracy of the frequency fac-

tors reported herein because the intercepts result from very long

-

1 37

(mathematical) extrapolations. Only the order of magnitude of the

frequency factors is of interest.
Two-Slope Arrhenius Curve Interpretation of
Data vs Rejected, Alternate Interpretations
Given the self-diffusion coefficient data produced in this study

(Tables VII and VIII), one might interpret these results in one of three
ways. The two-slope Arrhenius plot interpretation (involving a knee

in the Arrhenius plot), considered the best interpretation, is presented in Figures 31 and 32 and Table IX. The interpretation fits the data

rather well and can be explained theoretically.

1.2./

A second interpretation may be considered a subdivision of the

above. Two mechanisms could also account for a continuously cury

ing line on the 1/T vs Ln D plot, with the curvature being more pronounced and tending toward lower slopes in the lower temperature
regions. While continuous curves can be fitted to the hafnium data

reported herein, they do not appear to provide a better fit than that
achieved by two straight lines. Arguments between the two above
interpretations would not be fundamental because the theoretical ex

planations remain the same.

1 3/

An explanation is given in a subsection which follows. It is also
instructive to see the theory section for the explanations proposed for abnormal diffusion behavior in the anomalous BCC and
HCP metals.
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Another conceivable way of interpreting the data is to consider

that they represent two separate studies, one involving vacuum furnace anneals above 1400 °C and one involving tube furnace anneals below 1330 °C. One could conclude that the results of the two studies

are in disagreement more because of differing experimental conditions
than because of basic physical differences (such as mechanism dif-

ferences) between the two temperature zones. The unmatched
Arrhenius curves which would result from such an interpretation are
presented in Figures 34 and 35. The corresponding frequency factors

and activation energies are in Table X. The activation energies for
the temperature region above 1400

°C,

in this interpretation are within

25% of those for the region above 1220 °C in the accepted, two-slope

interpretation. It can be observed from Figures 34 and 35 that the
self-diffusion coefficient data resulting from the vacuum furnace

anneals are somewhat less scattered than those from the tube furnace
anneals. The greater consistency of the vacuum furnace data may be

attributed to the deeper penetration and greater number of useable
sections for penetration slope determinations.

The two-study interpretation must be rejected because there is
no explanation on experimental grounds for such a disagreement in
Arrhenius slope between the two studies conducted with the great care

that went into the work. If the same mechanism is responsible for
self-diffusion in the two temperature regions and if the mechanism is
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TEMPERATURE, °C
1,600

10-1°

1,400

1,200

IT"

0

I0

i3

5.0

5.5

6.0

6.5

7.0

7.5

10,000/T, °K-I
Figure 34. Alternate, rejected, "two-study"
interpretation for Dlic.
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TEMPERATURE, °C
1,200
1,600
1,400
o Vacuum furnace
o Tube furnaces

10-"

a

5.0

5.5

6.0

6.5

7.0

7.5

10,000/T, °

Figure 35. Alternate, rejected, two study"
interpretation for Die.
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Table X. Activation Energies and frequency factors for the alternate,

rejected, "two-study" interpretation.

Standard deviations

Direction

(cal/g atom)

2/sec)

Ln D.

Ln D.

Vacuum furnace study (above 1400 °C)
73, 100

0. 012

-4.427

0. 790

2, 800

64, 200

0. 0014

-6. 592

1. 910

6, 700

Tube furnace study (below 1 330 °C)
[0001]

43, 200

[1120]

39, 400

Note;

3.1x10 -7
1. 7x10 -7

- 14.979

2. 006

5,

-1 5. 580

1.947

5, 700

800

In comparing the standard deviations of Q values reported
in Tables IX and X, one should reflect that the standard
deviation is a measure of the uncertainty of the slope of the
Arrhenius curve and that the uncertainty is related not only
to the consistency of the data but also to the length of the
Arrhenius curve having associated data points.
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characterized by a constant activation energy, one would not expect a
nearly two-fold difference in slope because of two different methods of
annealing. Under the above conditions one would expect at least

reasonably good agreement between the two lines.

It follows from these arguments that, if we choose to interpret

the experimental data by the curves drawn in Figures 34 and 35, we

must conclude that the primary reason for the disparity in the two

curves for each crystallographic direction is not experimental but is
due to a real difference in the nature of the diffusion (such as a difference in mechanism) in at least a substantial part of the lower

temperature region. Since it is clear that there must be two regions
of diffusion, the data should be so interpreted (as illustrated in
Figures 31 and 32).

It has been shown that, starting from any of the three interpretations of the data, one is led to the conclusions that there is something different in the nature of the diffusion in the lower temperature

range and that, while the characteristics of diffusion in the higher

temperature region are "normal'', the diffusion in the low temperature region apparently exhibits anomalous, low values of activation
energy and frequency factor.

The low temperature data tend to be somewhat scattered. The

scatter precludes reliable measurements of Arrhenius parameters in
the low temperature region. However, there is enough consistency
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and reliability in the low temperature data to make inescapable the
conclusion that there is something different about the diffusion in the

low temperature region.
Comparison with the Results of Dyment and Libanati

A comparison of the results of this study with the data published
by Dyment and Libanati (29) for polycrystalline hafnium1V, both pre-

sented in Table IX and Figure 33, will show that the diffusion coeffi-

cients measured in the present study are generally substantially lower
than corresponding values measured by Dyment and Libanati. The

activation energies measured in the present work for the higher

temperature range are approximately twice those reported for all
temperatures by Dyment and Libanati. Another obvious difference is

that two slopes are used on each of the Arrhenius plots to relate the
apparent self-diffusion coefficients for each direction on the present
work while the data of Dyment and Libanati are fitted with a single

Arrhenius line. The activation energy reported by Dyment and
Libanati is intermediate between those found in the present work for

14/ The work of Dyment and Libanati is the only previously reported
study of self-diffusion in HCP hafnium. Although their material
was polycrystalline, its grain size was extremely large due to a
long, prior, stabilizing anneal just below the allotropic transformation temperature. The purity of the hafnium used by Dyment
and Libanati was almost identical (except for zirconium) to the
purity of the material used in the present investigation. The dif-

ference in the zirconium level (2. 7 wt % vs 2.1 wt %) would not be
expected to materially affect the hafnium self-diffusion coefficients.
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the high and low temperature regions. The same comparison is also
true for frequency factors. Whereas the activation energy and frequency factor reported by Dyment and Libanati are anomalous values well
below the 'normal" range, the values of Q and Do measured at, high

temperatures in the present investigation lie within the "normal"

range. The high temperature Q values reported herein (Table IX)
agree well with Q = 35 Tm and the Do values lie within the 0.05 to
5 cm

2/sec range. Dyment and Libanati's Q value is approximately

half of 35 Tm and their frequency factor is about five orders of mag-

nitude below "normal".

The same disparity is found upon comparison with data for selfdiffusion in the other Group IVA metals (Zr and Ti),which also exhibit
unusually low values of activation energy (Table XI) and of frequency

factor (Table II).
Comparison of Measured Activation Energies
with Predicted Values

Le Claire (53, p. 10-12) presented a comparison of experimentally determined activation energies of self-diffusion for a great
number of metals with corresponding values predicted using some of

the rules of thumb. Similar information for the Group IVA metals is
presented in Table XI,which includes the results of this thesis. The

data of Le Claire show that the correlations predict fairly well for

T able XI.

Comparison of measured activation energies for self-diffusion in the Group IVA metals with predicted values.

16. 5 L(K1

Calculated Activation Energies (kcal/g atom)

Metal

Crystal
Structure

Hf-2. 1 wt % Zr
(1220 °C to 1610 °C)

HCP

Hf-2. 1 wt % Zr
(Below 1220 °C )

HCP

Hf-2. 7 wt % Zr

35 Tm

Direction

Q

1000
oo

m oo

87.3

99.0

87.3

99.0

HCP

87.3

99.0

Hf-6 wt % Zr

HCP

87. 3

99. 0

Hf-2. 7 wt % Zr

BCC

87.3

Hf-2. 1 wt % Zr

BCC

Zr (99. 99%)

lc

RT

Lm

Q-

Q = 700/ a
64. 1
111

Q-

+. 5V)

1000

(Experimental) Bibliography
No.
kcal/ g atom
88. 4

106. 6

(Present work)

83. 2

(Present work)

106. 6

20. 3
24. 9

89. 2

106. 6

41.6

29

89. 2

106. 6

39. 1

29

99.0

94. 2

43. 8

23

87.3

99. 0

94. 2

38. 7

100

HCP

74. 3

90. 8

120

90. 8

27.0

29

Zr (99. 95%)

HCP

74. 3

90. 8

120

90. 8

4S. 5

8

Zr (99. 96%)

HCP

74. 3

90. 8

120

90. 8

52. 0

8

Zr (99. 96%)

HCP

74. 3

90. 8

120

90. 8

22.0

8

Zr-1. 3 wt % Sn

HCP

74. 3

90. 8

120

90. 8

62

8

Zr-2. 4 wt % Sn

HCP

74. 3

90. 8

120

90. 8

75

8

Zr-3. 5 wt % Sn

HCP

74. 3

90. 8

120

90.8

64

8

Zr (99.5 %)

BCC

74. 3

90. 8

72

80. 2

26. 0 to 38. 0

Table II

Zr Alloys

BCC

74. 3

90. 8

72

80. 2

26. 5 to 50

Table II

11c

64. 1
111

Continued on next page

Table XI Continued.

Calculated Activation Energies (kcal/g atom)

Metal

Crystal
Structure

35 Tm

Direction

Q =

1000

RTm(K-1-1. 5V)

16. 5 Lm
Q

1000

9 _ 700/a

Q

1000

(Experimental)

kcal/g atom

Bibliography
No.

Ti (99. 99%)

HCP

67.9

82. 5

78

82. 9

35. 9

29

Ti (99. 89%)

HCP

67. 9

82. 5

78

82. 9

29. 3

54

Ti (99. 9%)

BCC

67. 9

82.5

70

73.3

36. 5

23

Notes:
1.

The correlation Q = 35 Tm was used by Dyment and Libanati (29) and is midway between the 34 Tm of Le Claire (53, p. 4) and the 36 Tm of
Shewmon (85, p. 65).

2.

The practice in selecting valences, V, was to try to select the lowest valence commonly encountered in chemical combination, as suggested by
Le Claire (53, p. 11).

3.

Physical property data for the pure base metal were also used for the alloys.

4.

Most of the physical property data were taken from the Metals Handbook (60). Some of the data for hafnium were taken from Thomas and Hayes
(94) and from Krug and Davis (51).

5.

The latent heats of melting, L , values for hafnium, titanium and zirconium were identified in the literature as estimated values.
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metals other than the anomalous BCC metals and HCP titanium, zirconium and hafnium.

The data of Table XI for polycrystalline BCC and HCP hafnium,
titanium and pure15/
zirconium show a gross failure of any of the

correlations to predict accurate values of activation energy, Generally the measured values are approximately half or less than half the
predicted values. The polycrystalline data indicate that the Group
IVA metals apparently exhibit unusually low activation energies in

their HCP phases as well as in their BCC phases.
If the activation energies for the high temperature region from

the present single crystal study (88.4 and 83.2 kcal/g atom) are
viewed against the polycrystalline data, they appear to be an exception to an exception. That is, they agree with predictions--- which

work for most metals but disagree with previous results for polycrystalline, HCP hafnium, titanium and zirconium.
Self-diffusion coefficient data for beta (BCC) titanium and zirconium can be well fitted by the sum of two exponential terms
-5/ The data for the zirconium-tin alloys (which show agreement with
the melting point correlation,using the pure zirconium melting
point) are omitted from this comparison.
6
/Askill's

expansion coefficient correlation (9) was found to be fairly
satisfactory for most polycrystalline data but not satisfactory if
directional single crystal expansion coefficients are used to predict activation energies for self-diffusion parallel and perpendicular to the c axis of HCP single crystals.
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(Equation 21). The results of such fits are given for certain titanium

and zirconium data in Table XII. The activation energies for the upper

temperature mechanism, Q 1, turn out to be in satisfactory agreement with values predicted by the melting point correlation. The
activation energies (Table XI) for self-diffusion in monocrystalline HCP

hafnium in the high temperature region also are in excellent agreement with the activation energy predicted by the melting point correla-

tion and in satisfactory agreement with the other predicted values.

Therefore,the present results show that the self-diffusion behavior of
alpha hafnium apparently tends to parallel that of the anomalous BCC

phases of titanium and zirconium in exhibiting "normal" values of D.

and Q at high temperatures and abnormally low apparent values at

lower temperatures.
Table XII. Values of parameters used in fitting anomalous selfdiffusion to Equation 21.

Reference

Metal

Doi

p -z r

1.34

65.2

8.5x10

13-Ti

1.09

60.0

3.58x10

D0
1

-5

-4

27.7

49

31.2

66
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Explanation of the "Normal" Diffusion Behavior
Found at High Temperatures and the Apparently
Anomalous Behavior at Low Temperatures

The facts requiring explanation are that the data measured in
this investigation of HCP hafnium single crystals (contrary to the results of any previous study of polycrystalline, HCP titanium, hafnium
or pure zirconium) yield: (1) "normal" values of activation energy
and frequency factor at high temperatures and (2) an apparent marked

decrease of D. and Q to anomalous values upon decreasing the
temperature below about 1220 °C. Whereas the previously reported

data for alpha Ti, Zr and Hf indicate anomalous behavior because of

their unusually low D. and Q values, the results of the present study
also indicate an apparently anomalous behavior but anomalous because

of the parallelism with beta Ti and Zr in varying from "normal" be
havior at high temperatures to anomalous behavior at low tempera-

tures.
The cause of the observed behavior in the hafnium single crys-

tals is very likely to be the same as the cause for the anomalies in the
BCC phases of titanium and zirconium. Probably the same phenomenon is also responsible for all anomalous diffusion behavior reported in

BCC and HCP Zr, Ti and Hf and BCC uranium. But the problem remains that the monocrystalline hafnium specimens behaved differently

than polycrystalline Hf, Zr and Ti have behaved in previous
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investigations.

One is led to conclude that there must be some difference in the

nature of the hafnium single crystal material used in this study as
opposed to normal polycrystalline material. The obvious difference

is the presence or absence of grain boundaries and this difference
probably does indeed contribute, in some measure, to the difference

in diffusion behavior. However, in view of the extreme grain size of
Dyment and Libanati's specimen material, it is unlikely that the total
explanation can be attributed to grain boundaries. Instead, it seems

likely that there is another difference in the material. The difference
could be in the density of the dislocations available for short-circuiting. It may well be that the dislocation densities of the two hafnium

rods were significantly reduced by the repeated electron-beam-zonerefining passes which were required to convert an adequate portion of

them into single crystal material for the study. The above conjecture
is based on the work of Vahldiek (95) who reported reducing disloca2
tion densities in hafnium from 10 9 to 107 per cm by multiple

electron-beam melting.

If the hypothesis is accepted that the hafnium single crystals
possessed a significantly lower dislocation density than is normal for
polycrystalline alpha hafnium, then it is possible to explain the dif-

ference between these results and Dyment and Libanati's results based
on the short-circuiting model of Lundy and Pawel (58). An unusually
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low dislocation density would likely have assured the operation of
Harrison's (40) type A diffusion (lattice diffusion with only minor dis

location contribution) to an unusual depth in the high temperature diffusion anneals. The proposition that the high temperature data repre-

sent lattice diffusion is confirmed by the "normal" values of D. and
Q obtained.

Carrying the low-dislocation-density hypothesis and Lundy and

Pawel's model to the lower temperatures; one would conclude that
17/
type A diffusion gave way to type B diffusion at small penetration
depths compared to those associated with the lathe sectioning method.
An extremely sensitive sectioning technique would have revealed an

upward curvature on a penetration plot1/ (log activity vs penetration

squared) plotted to the depth of the actual experimental penetration
plot. A sufficiently sensitive sectioning technique would have shown

a thin layer next to the surface where type A diffusion still prevailed
17/ Type B diffusion is characterized by significant contributions of

both lattice and short-circuiting mechanisms. Lundy and Pawel
(58) point out that for every real diffusion specimen, including
single crystals, the diffusion behavior varies from type A near the
surface (perhaps confined to an extremely thin layer) through type
B to type C at increasing depths. True penetration plots obtained
by extremely sensitive sectioning methods possess continuous upward curvature beyond the region of type A diffusion. However,
the curvatures may escape detection in a conventional experiment.
113

Curved penetration plots, detected by ultra-sensitive sectioning
techniques and resulting from transition at shallow penetration
depths to other than type A diffusion, are illustrated by Pawel and
Lundy (57, 70, 71) for diffusion in single crystals and, to a much
greater degree, in polycrystals of W, Nb and Ta.
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and where the true diffusion coefficients would have remained in a

linear Arrhenius relationship consistent with the "normal" values of

D. and Q measured at high temperatures. But, because the lathe
sectioning method was not sufficiently sensitive at low temperatures,

the slope of the true log specific activity vs penetration squared plot
over some distance was effectively averaged by the sectioning method.
The resulting apparent slope would be too,low in absolute value and

the corresponding apparent D value too high to be representative of
type A diffusion. The type A diffusion zone would have all been

contained in the first section. The experimental penetration curve
in such a circumstance might appear quite linear but would not be

representative of lattice diffusion. Thus the apparent D values
from the low temperature experiments caused an upturn in the
Arrhenius plot when plotted together with the high temperature values
representative of type A diffusion.

The experimental situation was particularly difficult at low

temperatures since it was only possible to obtain two or three of the

relatively coarse lathe sections having sufficient specific activity to
be useful. A sandpaper method might have permitted more sections
which, in turn, might possibly have indicated a curvature in the pene
tration plots. However, Lundy and Pawel show that grinding methods
in some circumstances also lack adequate sensitivity to detect the
type A diffusion zone.
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If one carries the model of Lundy and Pawel still further to explain the apparently anomalous self-diffusion found by Dyment and
Libanati in polycrystalline alpha hafnium (and by several investigators

in polycrystalline alpha and beta Ti, Zr and Hf and beta U), one notes
that the polycrystalline specimens should exhibit a greater shortcircuiting enhancement because of the presence of a greater density

of short-circuiting paths (primarily due to significantly higher dislocation densities and to some extent due to the grain boundaries). It
follows that type A diffusion would obtain to a lesser depth than in a

corresponding experiment using single crystals. If there are considerably more' short-circuiting paths in the polycrystalline material,
one can conjecture (as did Lundy and Pawel in offering their explanation of anomalous diffusion behavior) that the depth corresponding to

type A diffusion may be too small for detection by any of the conven-

tional sectioning techniques so far applied in studies of the anomalous

metals. The lattice diffusion zone could be contained in the first section obtained by even a sandpaper sectioning technique and result in
only one slightly high point which would probably be overlooked. It

may be that none of the previously measured diffusion coefficients for
the anomalous BCC and HCP metals pertain to Harrison's type A
(lattice) diffusion.
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Comparison of Anisotropy of Self-Diffusion Properties
for Hafnium with Other HCP Metals and
with Respect to c/a Ratios

The present results for hafnium (considering only the high

temperature results) are consistent with reported results for other
HCP metals in the sense that whereas the c/a ratio for hafnium is

less than ideal, the ratio D

/D
lic

Ic

is found to be less than unity.

Table XIII shows that this finding is consistent with reported data for
HCP beryllium and for HCP thalium, both of which have c/a ratios
less than ideal and both of which have larger self-diffusion coefficients

perpendicular to the c axis than parallel to the c axis. Cadmium and
zinc both have c/a ratios considerably greater than ideal and both
exhibit more rapid diffusion parallel. to the c axis. Technically the
above generalization also holds for magnesium, the only other HCP

metal for which data are available, in the sense that a c/a ratio
/D

slightly less than ideal corresponds to a D
Ilc

lc

ratio of less than

unity. However, in the case of magnesium it is surprising to find a

definite anisotropy even though the c/a ratio of 1.6236 is extremely

close to the ideal c/a ratio of 1.6333.
Another tendency which can be observed from Table XIII and

from the Arrhenius curves presented in the referenced papers is for
to approach unity as the temperature increases.

the ratio D
lc

The present results for hafnium also follow this trend. Of the six HCP
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metals studied, only magnesium is an exception for which the anis-

tropy of self-diffusion is shown to increase with temperature. The
curves in the cases of magnesium and thalium are close

and D

D

lic

-Lc

enough to parallel so that experimental statistics are a factor and it
may be fortuitous that the thalium data supports the correlation and

and D

that the magnesium data does not. The fact that the D
ilc

lc

Arrhenius curves for each HCP metal (except Mg) do approach each

other with increasing temperature can be observed from Table XIII
in that the activation energy for diffusion perpendicular to the c axis

) is greater than the activation energy for diffusion parallel to

(Q

J_c

the c axis (Q

<Q

as Q
c

&
I I

) for metals in which c/a is greater than ideal, wherefor those metals for which c/a is less than ideal. The

c

fact that the D

and D

approach each other with increasing

Ilc

Lc
temperature through the experimental temperature ranges and even to
the melting points is also verified by the observation which can be
made from the table that the curves (except those for magnesium)

intersect at or before the intercept 1/T = 0.
The correlations discussed above are also verified by the data
of several additional investigators of monocrystalline zinc whose results are listed in Table I but not in Table XIII.
The decrease in the anisotropy of hafnium self-diffusion with in-

creasing temperature is rather marked, as indicated by Table XIV.
The table also shows that the c/a ratio for hafnium slowly increases

Table XIII. Self-diffusion data for single crystals of HCP metals.
c /a,

Metal

(Room
temp. )

Cd

1, 886

Cd

c

D

Q

Do

Do

ilc

I lc

Ilc

Jc

(Exp'l temp.
range)

Bibliography No.
96

21.9

>1
>1
>1
>1

32.5

32.2

<1

86

0, 4

22.6

<1

87

0, 86

83.2
37.6

22.9
88.4
39.4

<1

(present work)

kcal/

kcal/

cm2/sec

cm2 /sec

0.05
0.05

19.1

1.886

0.1
0.1

19.1

18.2
18.2

Zn

1. 856

0, 58

0.1 3

24. 3

21. 8

Zn

1,856

0.18

0,13

2 3. 0

(Ideal HCP)

1. 633

Mg

1. 624

1. 5

1, 0

Ti

1.60

0, 4

Hf

1. 582

Be

1.568

0.28
0.52

0.62

g atom g atom

<1

7

88
76

27
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toward the ideal value with increasing temperature because the ther-

mal expansion coefficients are greater in the c axis direction than
parallel to the a axis (51).
Table XIV. Variation of diffusion anisotropy and c/a

ratio for hafnium with temperature.
/D

Temp
°C

D

Mc

lc

/a (51)

/D
Ilc

1.5906

12 00
1 300

O. 56

1400

0.63

1 500

O. 69

1600

0, 74

1.78
1.60
1.46
1.35

1.592,8
1. 5952

In cadmium and zinc (which have greater than ideal c/a ratios)

the c axis expansion coefficients are also greater than the a axis
expansion coefficients (60, p. 1169, 1199). For cadmium and zinc,

therefore, the c/a ratios increase away from the ideal value as the
temperature increases. Consequently,it can be concluded that the
/D

tendency for the ratio D
lic

lc

to approach unity for a given HCP

metal with increasing temperature is not to be explained by the change

in c/a ratio due to anisotropic thermal expansion.
Possible Mechanisms for Lattice Diffusion

It should be possible to draw certain conclusions concerning the
self-diffusion mechanism(s) which may be operating in the HCP haf-

nium lattice based on these results' (only the high temperature
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Arrhenius curves of Figure 33 will be considered) by comparing experimental values of

to calculated values for various

/ID

D

_Lc

Ilc

mechanisms as done for other HCP metals by Shirn and his coworkers (87, 88 and 96).

The first question to be considered is whether it is possible that
only a single diffusion mechanism is operating. According to Table
III, the largest D

ratio which can be obtained from a single

/D
c

c

mechanism is 1.07 for the ring of four atoms or the interstitial
mechanism. However, Table XIV lists experimental values of

Dic/D

ranging from 1.35 at 1600 °C to 1.78 at 1300 °C.

The dif-

ference between even the lowest measured ratio of 1.35 and the largest single mechanism D

/D

ratio of 1.07 is greater than the

lic
lc Consequently,
it is quite certain that at

probable error of the data.

least two mechanisms are operating.
From the above considerations and assuming that Table III represents a sufficiently inclusive list of mechanisms, one must conclude
that one of the basal mechanisms (4 or 5 of Table III) must be contributing to the measured diffusion. Only if one of the basal mechanisms

is participating can the fact be explained that Di

is considerably

_L. c

greater than D
Ilc

The comparison of measured D

lc /ID tic

ratios to the ratios o

Table III leads to the conclusion that there must be at least one basal
mechanism operating and at least one nonbasal mechanism operating
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simultaneously. No other conclusion about lattice diffusion mechan-

isms can be drawn with certainty from the data.

Inasmuch as interstitalcy and ring mechanisms are not very
19/of self-diffusion, it seems reasonable to
plausible explanations

eliminate them as possibilities. If one accepts the above conclusion
and eliminates interstitialcy and ring mechanisms, one is left with
the final conclusion that the diffusion results entirely from the basal
and nonbasal vacancy mechanisms.

19/ Ring mechanisms are not very acceptable because of the extremely
low probability of a correlated rotation resulting from atomic vibrations and because equal diffusion coefficients of atoms A and B
have never been observed experimentally in dilute A-J3 alloys (73,
p. 412). An interstitialcy mechanism can occur only if base metal
atoms occupy interstitial sites in their own lattice. Such a configuration is virtually impossible.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions are drawn from the results of the
study.
1.

The self-diffusion coefficients for alpha (HCP) Hf-Z. 1 wt % Zr

single crystals measured in the high temperature region (from
about 1220 °C to 1610 °C) for diffusion parallel and perpendicular

to the c axis, respectively, may be expressed as follows.
= 0. 86 exp [( -88, 400 + 3,

Dic
2.

=

200)/RT] cm2 /sec

0.28 exp [( -83, 200 + 4, 800)/RT] cm2/sec

The above high-temperature results, which correspond with
"normal" lattice diffusion behavior (in contrast to previous re
sults indicating apparently anomalous diffusion behavior at all

temperatures in polycrystalline, alpha. Hf, Zr and Ti), probably

are valid for Harrison' (40) type A (lattice) diffusion in HCP
Hf-Z. 1% Zr.
3.

The Arrhenius plots of the diffusion coefficients measured over

the experimental temperature range of 1074 °C to 1610 °C are
interpreted by abrupt slope changes in the Arrhenius curves at
about 1220 °C, below which temperature the apparent selfdiffusion coefficients are only approximated by the following ex-

pressions.
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= 7.1 x 10-11 exp [( -20, 300 + 6, 400)/RT] cm2/sec
c

D

4.

= 8.9 x 10 -10 exp [( -24,900 + 13, 200)/RT] cmZ/sec

The low temperature results (below about 1220 °C), which indicate an apparent upturn of the Arrhenius curve (not unlike the
anomalous diffusion behavior observed in BCC Ti and Zr),
probably do not represent type A diffusion and are apparently

due to the lack of sufficient sensitivity in the conventional lathe
sectioning technique to detect the curvature in the true penetra-

tion plot first appearing upon the transition,at very shallow
penetration depths,from Harrison's type A to type B diffusion.
5.

In addition to the absence of grain boundaries, there apparently

is a real structural difference between the hafnium single
crystals described herein and normal polycrystalline material,
which difference accounts for the ability to measure coefficients
for type A self-diffusion by the conventional lathe sectioning
technique,
6.

There is a basis for the speculation of a significantly decreased
dislocation density which might account for the observed diffusion behavior and which could have resulted from the multiple

electron-beam-zone-refining passes employed to produce the

hafnium single crystals.
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7.

The results support the explanation for anomalous diffusion
which has been suggested by Lundy and Pawel (58) based on

their model of short-circuiting paths.
8.

Comparison of the measured high-temperature values of the

ratio DD

(from 1. 35 to 1. 78, depending inversely on

/1)
Ilc

temperature) with calculated values for possible single mecha
nisms indicates that the probable operative lattice diffusion
mechanisms are the basal and nonbasal vacancy mechanisms.
9.

The anisotropy of the lattice self-diffusion in hafnium is consistent with that of the other HCP metals for which single crystal

studies have been reported in that the ratio D
c

ic

is less

than unity for a metal of less than ideal c/a ratio and in that the

ratio changes toward unity as the temperature is increased.
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VII. RECOMMENDED FUTURE RESEARCH

Dislocation density measurements are recommended to determine the density of dislocations in the unused monocrystalline haf-

nium remaining from this investigation and to measure dislocation

densities in polycrystalline hafnium material of the type whose self
diffusion was studied by Dyment and Libanati (29), Such a study would

provide a test of the explanation proposed for the single-crystal self-

diffusion behavior reported herein. More extensive studies of dislocation densities in polycrystalline BCC and HCP Ti, Zr and Hf
might contribute to the explanation of anomalous diffusion behavior.
An extremely sensitive new sectioning technique applicable to

the Group IVA metals is needed. The method should be comparable
in sensitivity to the anodizing-stripping technique with which Lundy
and Pawel (58, 71) have been able to remove tungsten sections

generally ranging in thickness from 15 to 350 angstroms.
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APPENDIX A
ANALYSES OF HAFNIUM INGOT USED FOR
SPECIMEN MATERIAL

Wah Chang Albany Corp. Ingot No. 68-41282

0

Zr
Conc. (ppm) (2.1 wt %®)

H

N

<40

400

2.6

8

Cd

Co
<5

Cr

Cu
<40

Fe

15

Nb

Ni

Pb

<100

15

<5

Si
<40

Conc. (ppm)

Al
<25

<0.2

<1

Conc. (ppm)

Mg
<10

Mo
<10

Mn
<10

Ta

Ti

V

W

Conc. (ppm)

Sn
<10

<200

<40

<5

<20

Brinell Hardness No.:

B

320
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Notes:
1.

All analyses (except Zr) are reported in ppm.

2.

The analyses were performed by Wah Chang Albany Corporation
and pertain to the ingot from which the hafnium specimen material
used in the thesis was derived.
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APPENDIX B
ANALYSES OF HAFNIUM INGOT FROM WHICH THE
RADIOISOTOPE SOURCE WIRE WAS FABRICATED

Wah Chang Albany Corp. Ingot No. 34.5-1467

Impurity
Al

ppm
35

B

<0.2

Cd
Co

<1

Cr

<10
<40
120, 205
<10
<10
<10
27, 13
<10
60, 90

Cu

Fe
Mg
Mn
Mo
N

Ni

0

<5

Pb

<5

Si
Sn

<40
<10
<200
<20
<5
<10

Ta
Ti
V

W

3. 35, 3.15

Average Brinell Hardness No.: 158
Analyzed by Wah Chang Albany Corporation.
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APPENDIX C
ANALYSES OF MATHESON "IONIZATION GRADE ULTRA
HIGH PURITY" ARGON USED IN BACKFILLING
ENCAPSULATION TUBES

Impurity
CO2

ppm

0.5

02

<2

H2

1

CO

0.5

N2

<3

H2O

<2

CH4

<O. 4

Analyzed by the Matheson Company.
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APPENDIX D

MATERIAL BALANCES FOR THE
SECTIONING OF SPECIMENS

Experiment
Identification
T4-0001-1
T4-1120-1
T4-0001-2
T6-0001
T6-1120
T1-0001
T1-1120
T5-0001
T5-1120
T3-0001-13
T3-1120-13
T3-0001-14
T3-1120-14
T2C-0001
T2C-1120
B2-0001
B2-1120
B4-0001
B4-1120
B4B-0001
B4B -1120
B1-0001
B1-1120
B5-0001

B5-1120
B3-0001
B3-1120

% Recovery

99.2
98.3
99.1
99.7
99.5
99.7
96. 6

98.3
99.6
99.4
99.6
99.4
98.8
99. 0

98.9
99.4
99.4
99.5
99.8
99.7
97.1
99.8
99,5
99.4
98.9
99.5
97.8

20 /Percent recovery of all turnings based on the weight decrease of
the specimen mount.
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APPENDIX E
PENETRATION DATA

Experiment
Identification
T4 -0001 -1

T'
°C

1074

T4-0001-2

1074

T4-1120-1

1074

T6-0001

1100

T6-1120

1100

x

2

2.101 x 10-7
5.481 x 10-6
2.092 x 10-5
4.583 x 10-5
2.924 x 10 -6
2.166 x 10-5
4.620 x 10-5
7.995 x 10-5
-4
1.313 x 10
1.112 x 107
-6
2.333 x 10-5
1.521 x 10 -5
4.209 x 10
2.457 x 10-8
5.254 x 10 -7
3,261 x 10-6
9,733 x 10-6
1.891 x 10
3.178 x 10-5
4.832 x 10
1.284 x 10-7
2.265 x 10 -6
7.616 x 10-6
1.551 x 10-5
-5
2,630 x 10-5
4.032 x 10

5.774x 105

T1-0001

1149

Ln. A

cm2

1.953 x 10 -78
2.326 x 10 -6
1,155 x 10
3.565 x 10-6
6.800 x 10-6

Selected

DataW

13.909
9. 872

6.387
3.163
14.199
7,099
7.785
6.447
6.348
12.863
13.308
8.355
6.109
13.855
13.546
10.189
8.756
6.753
8.498
6.611
12.907
12.001
9.913
7.055
6.492
6.543
2.586
12.174
12.091
11.426

*

8.827
6. 531

Continued on next page
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Experiment
Identification

T
°C

T1 -1120

1149

T5-0001

1198

T5-1120

1198

T3 -0001 -1

1266

T3-0001-2

1266

T3-1120-1

1266

T3-1120-2

1266

Ln A

x2

Selected
Data212

cm2

4.051 x 10-7
4.179 x 10 -6
1.172 x 10-5
2.055 x 10-5
2.690 x 107
-6
2.463 x 10-6
6.579 x 10
1.273 x 10-5
2.136 x 10_5
3.542 x 10-5
5.441 x 10
3.536 x 10-7
3.132 x 10-6
9.476 x 10 - 6
1.997 x 10-5
3.558 x 10-5
-5
5.748 x 10-5
8.177 x 10
5.687 x 10
7.285 x 10 - 6
2.680 x 10-5
-5
5.566 x 10-5
9.849 x 10
2.984 x 10-7
2.964 x 10-6
8.507 x 10-6
1.695 x 10-5
6.911 x 10-7
7.639 x 10-6
2.586 x 10-5
-5
5.843 x 10-4
1.058 x 10
4.025 x 10
4.419 x 10-6
1.148 x 10-5
1.899 x 10-5
7-

11.637
8.899
7.556
5.272
15.101
11.145
9.394
8.252
8.554
6.883
4.517
14.620
14.518
11,183
9.735
9.052
8.944
8.842
12.837
9.802
5,585
5.886
5.546
13.716
11.938
7.781
5.602
13.268
11.651
6.463
5.499
5.064
14.150
13.694
10.965
10.533

*

1'

*

Continued on next page
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Experiment
Identification
T2C-0001

T2C-112,0

B2 -0001

x
°C

1326

1326

1404

2

cm
2. 766 x 10-7
4.342 x 10-6

-5
1.769 x 10-5
4.237 x 10 - 5
8.192 x 10-4
1.305 x 10-4
1.907 x 10
3.149 x 10-67
4.605 x 10-5
1.846 x 10-5
4.475 x 10-5
8.410 x 10-4
1.408 x 10-4
2,137 x 10
1,603 x 107
3.096 x 10-6
1.400 x 10-5
3.455 x 10 -5

7. 347 x 10-5

B2-1120

1404

Ln A

1.263 x 10-4
1.854 x 10-44
2.653 x 10-- 4
3.524 x 10-4
4.517 x 10-4
5.835 x 10-4
7.210 x 10
7.552 x 107
9. 354 x 10-6

3.232 x 10_5
6.901 x 10-4
1.104 x 10-4
1.604 x 10-4
2,291 x 10-4
3.061 x 10-4
3.926 x 10-4
5.025 x 10
6.225 x 10-44
7.507 x 10

Selected

Data 21,/

13.431
11.244
6.780
6. 479

6.044
5.199
5, 638

12.289
10. 871

6.508
6.075
5.188
5.179
4.813
16.149
15.923
14.960
12. 877

9.364
7.033
5. 899

6.012
6.210
6.116
4,602
5.047
15. 045

14.662
13.227
10. 687

8.241
6.418
4.315
5. 015

5.132

2,134
5.419
4.209
Continued on next page
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Experiment
Identification

°C

B4-0001

1444

B4-1120

1444

B4B -0001

1451

B4B -1120

1451

x2
cm 2

1.430 x 10-8
7.045 x 10-7
5.010 x 10-6
-5
1.585 x 10 -5
3.516 x 10
5.833 x 10-5
7.879 x 10-5
-4
1.028 x 10
3.603 x 10-7
2.900 x 10-6
7.733 x 10-6
1.391 x 10-5
1.962 x 10--55
2.762 x 10-5
4,148 x 10-5
6.205 x 10-5
8.345 x 10-4
1,048 x 10
1.362 x 10-4
1.863 x 10-4
1.385 x 10-67
2.547 x 10-5
1.271 x 10-5
2.734 x 10
3.975 x 10_5
4.785 x 10-5
5.708 x 10-5
7.442 x 10
9.285 x -4
1.146 x 10-4
1.394 x 10-4
1.649 x 10
3.937 x 107
2.836 x 10-6
6.918 x 10-6

1.612 x 105

2.928 x 10T5
4.487 x 10-5
6.473 x 10

Ln A

Selected

Da ta21,/

15.725
15.876
15.067
13.071
9.584
9.611
8.949
7.165
15.843
15.777
*
15.259
14.484
13.797
12.873
*
11.318
9,172
7.712
7,805
7.755
7.499
15.702
*
15.937
15.369
14.369
13.445
13.444
12.429
11.143
9.911
8.696
7.353
6.947
16.411
15.540
15.511
15.420
15.071
14,549
13.797
Continued on next page
4.1
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Experiment
Identification

x2
®C

131-0001

1504

131-1120

1504

cm

8.523 x 10-5
-4
1.065 x 10-4
1.291 x 10 4
1.562 x 101.871 x 10-4
9.772 x 10-7
9.067 x 10-65
2.915 x 10-5
6.437 x 10 -4
1.074 x 10-4
1.637 x 10 4
2.397 x 103.257 x 10-4
4.169 x 10_4
5.292 x 10-4
6.517 x 10 -4
7.650 x 10
7.219 x 107
7.623 x 10-6
-5
2.404 x 10-5

5.403x 10-4
1.009 x 10 -4
1.550 x 10-4
2,.167 x 10-4
2,917 x 10 -4
3.375 x 10-4
3.927 x 10-4

B5-0001

1552

Ln A

4,997 x 10,4
6.176 x 10
4.701 x 10-67
4.213 x 10 -5
1.185 x 10-5
2.489 x 10-5
4.150 x 10
5.961 x 10-5
7.950 x 10-4
1.034 x 10-4
1.304 x 10

Selected
Data 21 /

-,

13.085
12.186
11.497
10.757
8,742
15.956
15.540
14.386
12.329
10.019
9.214
5.917
6.135
6.030
6.773
6.218
6.416
15.065
15.103
14.609
13.538
11.810
10.187
8.618
8.588
10.095
7.365
7.528
6.626
15.449
15.305
14.929
14. 340

13.519
12.677
11.745
10.932
9. 552,

Continued on next page
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Experiment
Identification

B5-1120

B3-0001

T

x

®C

cm

1552

1610

Ln A

Data21

1.586 x 104
1.918 x 10 -4
-4
2.296 x 10
7.730 x 10 -68
2.765 x 10-5
1.084 x 10-5
2.193 x 10_5
3.839 x 10
5.865 x 10-5
8.898 x 10-5
-4
1.190 x 10-4
1.520 x 10_4
1.937 x 10-4

8.567
8.440
7.036
15.626
15.499
15.138

Z. 355 x 10_4

8.009
7.051

2.965 x 10
2.471 x 10_67
2. 645 x 10
7.241 x 10-6
1. 394 x 10-5

B3-112,0

1610

5
2.660 x10_5
-5
4. 397 x 10-5
6.249 x 10-5
8.550 x 10 -4
1.151 x 10-4
1.538 x 10 42. 090 x 10
7.340 x10_6
1.422 x 10 -6

14.691
13.973
13.165
11.995
10.712
9.622

14. 855

14.605
14.424
14.192
13,776
13.198
12.632
11.912
11.055
9.861

*
*

8. 307

15.261
15,448
15, 349

7.501 x 10-65
1.153 x 101.638 x 10-5
Z. 506 x 10-5
3.499 x 10_5

15.280
15.168
15.046

5-

*

8, 645

4.499 x 10-1/4'

4. 378 x 10

-/

Selected

*

14. 871

14.614
14.419

*

Continued on next page
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Experiment
Identification

T

x2

®C

cm

2

5.390 x 10-5
6.947 x 10-5
9.202 x 10 -5

La A

Selected

21/
Data-

14.200
13.850
13.334

21/Only the data points marked with asterisks were used in the estab-lishment of penetration slopes for the calculation of D values.
Note: Identification numbers including 0001 indicate diffusion parallel

to the c axis. Identification numbers including 1120 signify
diffusion in the [112.0] direction.

APPENDIX F

INTERMEDIATE AND RELATED VALUES IN THE CALCULATION OF SELF-DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS AND THEIR NATURAL LOGARITHMS

Experiment

Identification

T4-0001-1
T4-0001-2
T4-1120
T6-0001
T6-1120
T1-0001
T1-1120
T 5-0001
T 5-1120

T3-0001-1
T3-0001-2
T3-1120-1
T3-1120-2
T2C-0001
T 2C-1120
132-0001

B2-1120
B4-0001
B4-1120
B4B-0001
B4B-1120
B1-0001

B1-1120
B5-0001
B5-1120
B3-0001
133-1120

No. of

St'd. Dev.

Ave T'
°C

Values
of TI

of T

1074
1074
1074
1100
1100
1149
1149
1198
1198
1266
1266
1266
1266
1326
1326
1404
1404
1444
1444

164
164
164
97
97
134

3

134

1451
1451

1504
1504
1552
1552
1610
1610

°C

Spread of

No. of

4

all T'

T

10 /T

t

°C

°K

oK-1

sec

Time
days

22
22
22

1347
1347
1347

7.424

7. 862x106

7.424

7.862x106

7. 424

7. 862x106

1

8

1

8

7.283
7.283
7.032
7.032

75
75
75
75
75
75

2

12
12
5
5
5
5

1373
1373
1422
1422
1471
1471
1539
1539

5,879x10

3

12
12

6.798
6.498
6.498

2. 197x10
6
2. 197x10
6
1.888x106
1. 888x10

6.498

1.888x10

6.498

40

1

1. 888x10
8. 716x105

40

1

4
4

33
33

1

5

1

5

20
20
47
47
22
22

2

9
9

21
21

3

24
24

3

1539
1539
1599
1599
1677
1677
1717
1717
1724
1724
1777
1777
1825
1825
1883
1883

3
3
3

2
1

1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
3
3

7
7
9
9
12

12
18
18

6. 798

6.254
6.254
5.963

5.963
5.824
5.824
5.800

5,

6
3.794x106

43.9

23/
3.963x10
5 23/

5.627
5.627

3. 366x105

5.479

5
2.613x105

5.479

2.613x10

5.311

2. 078x105

5.311

2.078x10

5

3

25. 4

2

21.9

2
2

5
9.994x105
5

3

7. 3x10

7.7x104

7. 255x10
6
1. 803x10
5. 257x105

1.0x103
1.3x102

7
8

4.099x10

5

4

9
8

2. 398x10

1.1x104

39. 0603xx100-123

8.0x103
8. Ox10

5. 91x10

2
22

27. 0%10022

2. 8x10

3.9x10

2
2

- 30. 34996
- 30. 02960
- 30.39399

-29.16158
- 28.85819

-28. 25982
-27. 73310

5.31x10-12
3. 44x1 0-1
5. 39x10-1-

75.. 07xx1100

-30. 94085
-29. 81843

-13

2. 8x10 :

3

- 30.12385

-29. 33416
-28. 35540

5.33x10

8. 7x10

-30. 81253
- 31. 03705

1. 82x10-13
4.85x10
-13
3. 43x10

2. 8x10
2.8x10
4

13

-13
2.93x10
13

5

4
3. 569x10
5. 620x104
4
3. 558x10
4
4. 714x10

14
6. 59x1014
9. 08x1014

2.16x10

4.519x105

1.164x105
4
6. 720x10

31.. 6125xx11001134

6. 31x10

6.327x105
5
1.824x10
5

7. 2

4

3. 790x10

7.9x104

9.334x104

6
7
7

2,

1.164x106
5

2/sec

4. 15x10 :
144
3. 32x10
14
8. 27x10

5

4

3.0

5

9.585x105
3.846x105

5

2

4.6

3.9

7. 659x10

cm

cm

Ln D

D

ofslyP

3

2

8.6

cm-2

St'd. Dev.

2.0x10

3

10. 1

-Slope of
Penet curve

7. 271x105
2. 733x105
3. 865x105
5
5. 380x10
5
3. 177x10

3

8. 716x1055
5

3

2

6

7.440x105

2
2

4

3.794x106

7. 440x10

Points Used

2
68.0

879x106

3.963x105
5
6.294x105'
6. 294x105
5
3.366x105

5.800

91.0

Penetration

12

1. 11x10-n
1. 32x10n.
2. 09x1011

11

2. 03x1011
2. 33x1035,

-n

0852xx1100-n

- 28.70187

- 26.35003
118

23/
23/
- 25.85415
-25. 22131
-25. 04924
-24. 59266
-24. 62034
-24. 48080
-23. 97953
-23. 71556

21/Anneal B4 experienced 3. 963 x 105 sec at 1444 °C and 2. 832 x 104 sec at 1268 °C. A correction (less than 1% of Dt) was used in calculating D. The data were not used in evaluating the
Arrhenius curves.
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APPENDIX G
FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR CALCULATING PENETRATION
DATA AND MATERIAL BALANCES FROM RAW DATA
DIMENSION WT(13). WG(13), W(13). Y(13). TH(p) ys(13) yT(13),
lysst13)..cTsm(13). DCF(13), Am), ZNA(13), gT(o).

2z4m(13). m(13). AM(13), AC(I3)
REAL LOS
BO CONTINUE

41 FORMAT (A8, F4.0 F5.4, F4.0, F3.0, 12, F7.5! F7.5, F6.5
.

1F6.5. F6.5. 11. 12. F6.2)
42 FORMAT (A8, F6.5. F6.5, F7.0, F5.2, 46X, 14)
61 FORMAT (A9. 3S. 6HTEAC=
F4.0i 11H OENTIGHAUE 3)(IP *WIN=
F6.4.
15,1 INCH. 3X. 41.1BG=
F4.0, tri COUNTS, 3X bR(.T80=
0;3.0. 8H MINOT
2ES, 3X 3HNic
12 4X. 51,1WMI= , F9.5, 6H GROOS)
65 FORMAT (A9, 1S, 4HSECT. 3X, 4HTARE, ax, 4NwA0S, 410 iHNET 10X
13,1DCF. 8)(11 2HCT. 3X, EIHSPEC ACT, 3X. 5HTHICki 3X, 5HPENET)

67 FORMAT (A9, 2g, 12. 2X, F7.5, IX, F7.5."1X; P7.5, 3X; F11.5.
12X. F6.2 2X, E9.3. IX, F7.5, IX, F7.5)
70 FORMAT (119. IX. 4H5ECT, 5X, 4HX"207X. EIHSPEC ACT, (X, SHLN(A))
71 FORMAT (A9, 2X, 12, 3X, E9.3
4X, E9.3, 6g, F6.3)
90 FORMAT (6A K IS
11)
91 FORMAT (6H HOF,:
P8.5. 3X, SHWTT=
F7.5, 4X, bHWTlvw
F!,b 3X.
15HW8Tw
F7.5. 3X. 5HWBGat
F7.5. 3X. 3HK=
12)
II, 3X, 4HNTie
92 FORMAT (10H TOT SECT. 3X. 6HATH = r F9:2, IJH ANNEAL HOURS. 6X
113HMAT BALANCE
2X. 6HSUN =
F7.5, 3X. 6AWTT =
1.41.5)
94 FORMAT (6H WML
F7.5, 3X. 7HEXPC
F7.5, 3X, 6HSUM = r P7.2
93 FORMAT (7H BOS s
F5.3, 2H P. 3X, 6HBOT
F5.3..2171 P. 3X.
16HBO0 =
F5.3. 2H P)
READ 41, XZAM. TEAL. DIN. 8G, CMG. N. WMI. WMF WTT, WTO WtIT'
IWBG. Kt NT. ATM
IF(E0F(60))STOP
NT1 = NT
1

READ 42, (LAMM. WT(I). WG(I). CTSM(I). CHI) M(1)!
II = 2, NT1)
DO 9 I = 2, NT1
9 W(I) = WG(I)
WT(I)
WTN = WTG
WTT
WBN = W8G
W8T
6441- = WAI
WMF
SUN = 0.0
00 10 I = 2, NT1
10 SUN = W(I)
SUN
WTTU = SUN a WAN
WTN
LOS = WML
WTTU
.0

BOS = mcs/suNfloo.o
80T = (Cos/wilu)4,10.0
BOO = (4S/NmL).100.0
IF(2-K) 3u, 31, 32

31 EXPC s'(3.1954 a 1.913TEAC*(1.E5)

9.64,TE,CoTEAC*(1.E10))/3.19

156

GO TO
32

3.870TEAC*(1.E5)

1.39?!1EACoTtAC*(1.E8)1/5.0

1544

33 CONTINUE
DCM = e.544FoIN

YS(1) = 0.0
YT(1) = 0.0
1
Ni = N
DO 1 I 2 2. Ni
Y(I) = (0.09774/(0CMDCH))*W(I14,EXPC
YR(I)=(T(I)/2.0)
YS(I) = YT(I-1)
yH(i)
OS3 FORTRAN VERSION 2.1 DAVIS
03/13/70

YT(I) = Yl(I1)

.0

1829

VII)

1 YSS(I) = Ys(i)*rs(i)
CT(1). = 0.0
SUM = 0.0
DO 2 I = e. Ni
SUM = SUM
CT(I-1)
AN(I)
(CTSM(I)/CT(I))

(80/CTBG)

OCF(I) = EXPF(0.6935UM/61920.0)
AC(I) = DCF(I),,AM(I)

A(I) s AC(I)/W(I)
2 ZNA(I) = LOGF(A(I))
PRINT bit SLAM. TEAC. DIN. U(, CTEIG. Nr WHI
PRINT 91. WHF, WTT, WTG. W8T WBG, K. NT

PRINT 4e ATM, SUN. WTTU
PRINT 94, WML, EXPC, SUM
PRINT 93. BOS. ROT, BOD
PRINT 65. XZAM
PRINT br, (ZAM(I). M(I). WT(I).14S(I) W(I). YCF(I),
1CT(I), A(I), Y(I). ys(i) I = 2, Ni)
PRINT 70. )(201

PRINT (1, (LAMM. M(I). YSS(./), AM, ZNA(I).
GO TO 80
30 PRINT 9U, (K)
END

I

= 2. NI)

APPENDIX H

TYPICAL OUTPUT OF FORTRAN PROGRAM
TEAL 1606 CENTIGRADE
DIN.
.4552 INCH
80= 1369 COUNTS
CTEIGm SO MINUTES
W96. 1.17111
Ks 1
WBT 1.16(7e
HWMF24.10820
wTG= 8.43655
NTS 12
sTT 6.70252
830001

hi 11

WTT
508
.21314
MAT BALANCE
57.73 ANNEAL HOURS
1.86066
ATM m
EXPC
1.01924
SUM m 293.23
8OT
.448 P
.500 P
800 =
CI
SPEC ACT
THICK
DCF
PENET
TARE
GROS
NET
;00099 .00050
1.16361 1.17681
.01334
1.00000
26.49 2.826E 06
26.14 2.202E 06
.00126
.00163
1.16105 1.17802 .01697
1.00030
30.00 10131E 06 00086 .00269
1.16099 1.17259 .01160
1.00060
30.00 1.451E 06 00122 00173
.01637
1.00093,
1.15934 1.17571
1 00127
30.00 946165 05
00163 .005.16
1.1640? 1.19173 .02186
:00131 00663
1.16280 1.18049 01769
100160
30.00 6.3945 05
1.14792 1.16441
1.00194
30.00 .1.061E 05 .00123 0090
.01649
00146 .00925
30.00 10905 05
1.15341 1.17204 .01953
1.00228
30.00 64326E 04 .00151 .01572
1.00261
1.16341 1.18375 .02028
30.00 1.011E 04 .00183 .01240
1.16033 1.18491 .02458
1.00295
3900 4,656E 03 -00226 .01446
1.00320
1.17356 1.20416 .03060
SPEC ACT
XS*2
2.826E 06
2.471E-07
1 /1-618:L
2.645E-06
14.605
2.202E 06
14.424
7.241E-06
1.837E 06
1.394E-05
14.192
1.451E 06
5
2.660E-05
13.776
830001
9. 610E 05
6
4.391E-05
5.393E 05
13.198
810001
7
6.249E-05
12.632
3.061E 05
830001
8
8.850E-05
1.490E 05
11.912
830001
9
830001
1.151E-04
6.325E 04
11.055
1.538E-04
1.917E 04
830001
10
4.054E
03
8.301
2.0005-04
830001
11
CTI18.
SO MINUTES
N -12
TEAL 1606 CENTIGRADE
DIN .3840 INCH
86 1369 COUNTS
831120
888. 1.16372- 8, 2
NTS 12
WTT 6:64237
WTO= 6.76855
NWMF20.53651
MOT 1.1436'
.0079.5
SUN
57.73 ANNEAL HOURS
MAT BALANCE
TOT SECT
ATH
.22423
rt
.22930
EXpC
SUM
314.56
1.01033
WMI.
80T
5.176 P
2.261 P
80S
80D
2.211 P
CI
SPEC ACT
DCF
THICK
pfiNET
TARE
GROS
831120
SECT
NET
38.00 4.205 06 00054 .80027
1.00000
1.16698 1.17220 .00522
831120
1
.00130 .0011,
1.16262 1.17516 01254
1.00034
15.58 5/111E 06
831120
2
831120
3
1.00051
30.00 4.6355 06 .00666 .80212
1.16217 1.16812 .00535
700062 00274
1.00085
30.00 46425E 06
1.16240 1.16935 .00655
831120
4
.00067 .0034
1.00118
1.17393 1.18004 .00611
831120
t
30.00 3.861E 06
;00061 00404
1.00152
30.00 3.422E 06
1.16878 1.17523 .00645
831120
6
28.96 2.875E 06 .00123 .00501
1.16057 1.17258 .01201
7
100 185
831120
30.00
2.24E
06
.0005)
.00592
1.15261
1.15812
1.00218
831120
8
.00551
1.00252
30.00 1.8285 06 .00083 .00662
1.1565a 1.16459 .00801
831120
9
.00736
1.00285
30.00 1.469E 06 .00062
831120
.00596
10 1.16563 1.17159
30.010
.0013)
1.1035E 06
.00633
1.00310
831120
11
1.16361 1.17678 .01317
30.00 6.179E 05 .00116 .00959
1.00353
1.14013 1.18020 .01207
031120
12
Xmm2
1.81A)
SPEC ACT
831120
SECT
1
7.340E-08
15.261
4.245E 06
831120
1.422E-06
5.117E 06
15.448
831120
2
3
4.490E-06
4-.635E 06
19.349
831120
4.325E 06
15.286
831120
4
7.501E-06
3.861E 06
15.168
831120
1.153E -05
5
3.422E
06
15.046
831120
1.638E-05
6
2.8755 06
14.871
2.506E-05
831120
7
2.222E 06
831120
3.490E-05
14.614
8
9
4.378E-05
14.419
1.828E 06
831120
14.200
5.390'. -05
1.469E 06
831120
10
1.035E 06
13.850
6.941E-05
831120
11
6.170E 05
13.334
831120
12
9.202E-05

W41=

25.97807 GRAMS

W1416

20.76581 GRAMS

TOT SECT

WML 1.86987

4.369 P
80S
830001
SECT
830001
1
2
830001
3
830001
4
830001
5
830001
6
830001
7
830001
8
830001
9
830001
830001
10
830001
11
830001
SECT
1
830001
830001
2
3
810001
4
830001

.

_
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APPENDIX I
FORMAT FOR ENTERING EXPERIMENTAL RAW DATA
ONTO IBM CARDS

Columns

Information

Decimal
Places

Decimal
between
columns

Header Cards
1 -8

9-12
13-17
18-21

ZAM
TEAC

N.A.

DIN
BG

4

0

12,13
13,14
21,22
24,25

22 -24

CTBG

0
0

25-26
27-33
34-40

N

N.A.

WMI
WMF

5

28,29

41 -46

WTT

5
5

41,42

47-52
53-58

WTG
WBT
WBG

59 -64
65

66-67
68-73
74-80

5
5

5

K

N.A.

NT
ATH

N. A.
2

35, 36

47, 48
53, 54
59, 60
71, 72

(unused Columns)

Data Cards
ZAM(I)
WT(I)
WG(I)
CTSM(I)
CT(I)

1 -8

9-14
15-20
21 -27

28-32
33-78
79-80

N.A.

9,10

5
5

15, 16

0

27,28

2

30, 31

(unused Columns)
M(I)

N. A.

Notes:
1.

For each experiment a header card goes into the computer first,
followed by one card for each section arranged in the order in
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which the sections were removed. After the last section card
the header and section cards of the following experiments are
automatically accepted.
2.

Decimals are not entered on the IBM cards. Consequently,

there are no card columns allowed for them. However, the data
must be so entered that the program will properly position the
decimal. The last column in Appendix I gives the position of the

decimal. The third column gives the number of digits to the
right of the decimal. Decimal places are not applicable (N, A. )

to fixed-point variables and alpha characters.
3.

The second column of the Appendix gives the symbol for the in-

formation entry. The key to the symbols is Appendix J.
4.

If no burr is collected, header card columns 53 through 64 may
be left blank.
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APPENDIX J
SYMBOLS USED IN THE FORTRAN PROGRAM
Symbol.

Units

Explanation

Subscripted, floating point variables
A(I)

AC(I)
AM(I)

CT(I)
CTSM(I)

DCF(I)
W(I)
WG(I)

WT(I)
Y(I)
YH(I)

YS(I)
YSS(I)
Y T(I)

ZNA(I)

Specific activity of section i (background- and decay-corrected)
Background and decay-corrected
count rate for section i
Measured, background-corrected
count rate for section i
Counting time used to count section i
Measured number of counts for section i
Decay correction factor for section i
Net weight of section i
Gross weight of section i vial.
Tare weight of section i vial.
Thickness of section i
Half thickness of section i
Penetration depth to midplane of
section i
Square of the penetration depth to
the midplane of section i
Depth to bottom of section i
Natural. logarithm of the specific
activity of section i

counts/min/gram

counts/min
counts/min.
min
counts
(none)

gram
grams
grams
cm

cm
cm
2

cm
cm

(none)

Floating point variables without subscripts
ATH

Annealing time
(not used in computer calculations)

hours
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Explanation

Symbol

Units

Floating point variables without subscripts (cont.)
BG

Background counts

BOD

Percent material lost from sections and
trim based on weight loss of specimen
Percent material lost from sections and
trim based on total of section net weights
Percent material lost from sections and
trim based on total weight of sections and
trim

BOS

BOT

CTBG
DCM
DIN

EX PC

LOS

SUM
SUN

TEAC
WBG

WBT
WBN

WMF

Counting time used to count blank (background)

min

Diameter of trimmed specimen
Diameter of trimmed specimen
Linear thermal expansion correction
factor
Weight of material lost (unaccounted for)
Sum of counting times for previous sections (basis for decay correction)
Total of all section net weights
Diffusion annealing temperature (not
used in computer calculations)
Gross weight of burr vial
Tare weight of burr vial (WBG and WBT
may be left unused)
Net weight of burr
Final weight of backup-mounted speci-

cm

men
WMI

WML
WTG

WTN

counts

Initial weight of backup-mounted speci-

in

(none)

gram
min

gram

grams
grams
gram

grams

men

grams

Weight decrease of backup-mounted
specimen
Gross weight of edge trim vial
Net weight of edge trim

gram
grams
gram
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Explanation

Symbol

Units

Floating point variables without subscripts (cont.)
WTT

Tare weight of edge trim vial

grams

Fixed point variables
K

M

N

NT

Selector flag for choice of proper thermal
expansion correction; K = 1 used for [0001]
diffusion and K = 2 for [1120] diffusion

(none)

Section number (numbered in the order
removed during sectioning)

(none)

Number of sections used for evaluation of
points for the penetration plot (may be
equal or less than NT)

(none)

Total number of sections

(none)

Alpha symbols
ZAM

Identification number of experiment

(none)

ZAM(I)

Identification number of experiment

(none)

